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RESUMO
Esta dissertac¸ão aborda o problema de melhorar o processo de
resposta a uma emergência em um sistema de trânsito urbano. A
abordagem de Sistemas Multi Agentes, dotado de uma técnica de
cooperac¸ão, é adotada para implementar uma estratégia que controla
os semáforos e conduz os veículos de emergências de modo a melhorar
seus tempos de deslocamento, além de minimizar o impacto das pri-
oridades atribuídas a tais veículos no fluxo do tráfego. A proposta é
avaliada definindo como métricas: o tempo total necessário para resol-
ver a emergência, como também, a velocidade média, o tempo médio e
a densidade média de todos os veículos no trânsito. Os resultados mos-
tram que nossa proposta consegue reduzir o tempo de deslocamento
dos veículos de emergência, além de minimizar o impacto das priorida-
des atribuídas a tais veículos no fluxo do tráfego.
Palavras-chave: Sistemas Multi Agentes, Controle de Tráfego Ur-
bano, Processo de Resposta a Emergência

ABSTRACT
This dissertation approaches the problem of improving an emer-
gency response process on an urban traffic system. The use of Multi
Agent Systems approach, endowed with an explicit cooperation tech-
nique is proposed to implement a strategy that controls the traffic sig-
nals and route emergency vehicles in order to improve their travel time
and minimize the impact of priorities given to these emergency vehi-
cles on the traffic flow. The time needed to perform all the emergency
response process, as well as, the average speed, travel time and density
are defined as metrics for the assessment. The assessment results show
that our proposal is able to reduce the travel time of emergency vehi-
cles as well as to minimize the impact of priorities given to emergency
vehicles on the traffic flow.
Keywords: Multi Agent Systems, Urban Traffic Control, Emergency
Response Process
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1 INTRODUCTION
Preventing road traffic injuries from occurring should be the
main goal to be pursued, but the reality is that crashes continue to oc-
cur. Society therefore has to be prepared to mitigate the consequences
of crashes and enhance the quality of life of people who are injured.
The way in which persons injured in emergencies are dealt with fol-
lowing a crash determines their chances and the quality of survival.
(Mohan 2006).
The growth of the economy, industry and population has tur-
ned urban areas increasingly dense and interconnected, due to nu-
merous reasons and needs such as habitation, work, transporta-
tion and even entertainment. As a consequence, these areas be-
came vulnerable to several kinds of emergencies such as traffic ac-
cidents, building fires, gas leaks and unexpected health crisis sit-
uations (Monares et al. 2012). For instance, road traffic injuries
are the leading cause of death among young people from 15 to 29
years; and 90% of the world’s fatalities on the roads occur in low
and middle-income countries (WHO 2015), which probably do not
have advanced and effective post crash care systems (WHO 2015).
1.1 MOTIVATION
Emergencies are often managed by a process that starts when
an urban emergency center receives the notification of an incident
classified as an emergency and ends when such situation is recov-
ered. This process requires fast and effective responses from emer-
gency teams such as: firefighters, medical personnel, and police of-
ficers.
Borges et al. consider three main stages that compose an
emergency management process: a notification and validation, which
starts when an incident notification is reported, a response process,
which is the focus of this dissertation and takes place once the cri-
sis is verified as true, and a closing activity, which involves basically
reporting the result of the response process.
In Brazil, the Urban Mobile Aid Service (SAMU) is one of the
emergency teams usually involved in emergency response processes.
In the State of Santa Catarina, Brazil, the SAMU registered 956,297
emergency calls and assisted 325,129 in 2015. Among the assisted
persons, 143,445 (44%) required ambulance interventions and un-
fortunately, 3020 (1%) of them died (SAMU 2015). In 2014, the
SAMU’s statistics reported that from cases registered as death, 70%
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occurred before the emergency team arrives, 27% during the care
and 3% during the transportation to health care locations.
Although the main goal must be preventing emergencies to
occur, the pre-hospital time-frame, i.e., the time between the crash
and access to emergency medical care is critical for successful pa-
tient management. McCoy et al. analyzed 19,167 trauma patients
from which 865 (4.5%) died. Among these patients, 16,170 (84%)
injuries were blunt, with 596 (3.7%) deaths; and 2,997 (16%) in-
juries were penetrating, with 269 (9%) deaths. They analyzed the
relationship of scene time and transport time with mortality and ob-
served that a scene time grater than 20 minutes was associated with
higher odds of mortality than scene time less then 10 minutes. Thus,
access to pre-hospital services and quick evacuation and transporta-
tion to hospital can save many lives, since the majority of deaths
occurs before reaching the hospital (WHO 2013).
There are various factors that can delay the assistance of vic-
tims during an emergency response process. Some of these factors
are: (1) the difficulty of emergency vehicles to reach both the in-
cident location and health care locations, due urban traffic conges-
tions or disturbing events occurring in the urban area involved; (2)
a bad (or a lack of) cooperation among several services involved in
the emergency situation, as well as a poor (or lack of) coordination
of their activities or/and resources.
Regarding the difficulty of emergency vehicles displacement
which may refer basically to a traffic control problem, a consider-
able number of advanced solutions have been proposed in the lit-
erature in order to cope with urban traffic congestions and similar
issues. Such solutions are discussed and researched with more em-
phasis in domains like Adaptive Control Theory, (Liu et al. 2007),
Algorithms and Graphs, (Kang et al. 2013), Artificial Intelligence,
(Shumin et al. 2010), Optimization, (Wu et al. 2010), etc.
Concerning the difficulty of cooperation and coordination dur-
ing an emergency response process, numerous researches have been
conducted in several domains in the literature, from which we high-
light Multi Agent Systems (MAS), in which the coordination is con-
sidered as the most researched topic in the area (Wooldridge 2009).
Some of the works published in the MAS field regarding coopera-
tion for urban traffic issues are: Au et al., Vilarinho et al., Rodríguez
et al., Dresner and Stone, Tomás and Garcia.
Considering the two difficulties presented regarding the emer-
gency response process, this dissertation answers the following ques-
tion: can we use the MAS approach with an explicit cooperation
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technique and coordination mechanism to implement a strategy in
order to improve an emergency response process?. More specifically,
we focus on the traffic lights control and the emergency vehicles
management and routing during an emergency response process
presented in Section 2.3. We propose the use of a MAS approach en-
dowed with an emergency response strategy that controls the traffic
lights and manages emergency vehicles in order to reach the objec-
tives established in Section 1.2.
1.2 AIM
This dissertation aims to propose a multi agent system model
endowed with an explicit cooperation technique and coordination
mechanism, which implements some strategy that controls an urban
traffic system, as well as managing and routing emergency teams in
order to improve an emergency response process. The objectives of
such aim are:
1. Reduce the travel time of emergency teams during the dis-
placement from their bases to the emergency location and
than to health care locations.
2. Reduce the impact of priorities assigned to emergency teams
on the traffic flow.
1.3 TEXT STRUCTURE
This dissertation is divided into five chapters: Chapter 2 intro-
duce the main concepts with respect to Multi Agent Systems, Traffic
Control and Emergency Management. Chapter ?? reports the state
of the art regarding the traffic control under an emergency response
process using both MAS and others approaches. In Chapter 3, we
present our solution method comprising basically an emergency re-
sponse strategy and a MAS model, as well as, we summarizes the
implementation of our proposal. In Chapter 4, we assess our pro-
posal, show the results according to some metrics defined therein.
Lastly, we conclude our dissertation in Chapter 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The Multi Agent System field is highly interdisciplinary: it takes
inspiration from such diverse areas as economics, philosophy, logic,
ecology, and the social sciences. It should come as no surprise that
there are therefore many different views of what the Multi Agent Sys-
tem project is all about. (Wooldridge 2009)
2.1 MULTI AGENT SYSTEMS
Most of researchers consider and present Multi Agent Sys-
tems (MAS) as a society of agents. Ferber et al. 2004 present MAS
as a set of agents that interact together to coordinate their behav-
ior and often cooperate to achieve some collective goal. Wooldridge
2009 and Malowanczyk 2014 present MAS in the sense of a com-
puter system. Wooldridge 2009, in particular, presents MAS as a
number of agents interacting with one another, typically by exchang-
ing messages through some computer network infrastructure.
Many approaches about MAS abstraction and representation
have been proposed, each one focusing on a different view of MAS.
One of the approaches frequently cited in MAS literature, that in-
cludes all the MAS aspects presented in the definitions cited above
is Voyelles, proposed by Demazeau 1995.
Voyelles is an high and abstract approach that decomposes
a MAS into four dimensions or levels: Agent, Environment, Interac-
tion, and Organization. In his work, Demazeau 1995 considers that
to build a MAS, the user needs to choose the agent, environment, in-
teraction and organization models to be instantiated. He introduces
the three statements that conceive a MAS from three points of view
as follow:
\bullet The declarative equation:
MAS = Agents + Environment + Interaction +
Organization;
\bullet The functional equation:
Function(MAS) =
\sum 
Function(Agents) + Collective
Function;
\bullet The recursion principle:
A MAS has to be considered as an agent at a higher level;
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All the elements in these three statements are explained next
in more detail. Figure 2.1 shows all the Voyelles levels. Each level is
introduced in the sequence.
Figure 2.1: MAS levels, (Hubner Rafael Heitor Bordini 2015).
2.1.1 Agent
The Agent notion is part of the fundamental definitions that
are indispensable for understanding MAS paradigm. As classified in
the Voyelles approach, we conceive an agent as the first element of
a MAS, since it defines who acts and interacts into such MAS. Fig-
ure 2.1 illustrates agents in the agent level, according to the Voyelles
approach.
Various authors define agents in the MAS paradigm according
to their specific domain of research; or from the way they conceive
and present the MAS approach. One of the definitions that summa-
rizes the notion of agent in the MAS paradigm considers an agent as
a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is
capable of autonomous actions in this environment in order to meet
its delegated objectives (Jennings 2000) and (Wooldridge 2009).
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Wooldridge 2009 also affirms that an agent is capable of in-
dependent actions on behalf of its user or owner. In other words, an
agent can figure out for itself what it needs to do in order to satisfy
its design objectives, rather than having to be told explicitly what
to do at any given moment. Luck et al. 2005 also define an agent as
a computer system that is capable of flexible autonomous action in
dynamic, unpredictable, typically multi-agent domains.
All these definitions mention that an agent acts in an envi-
ronment without describing what is such environment. They also
refer to autonomous actions and objectives without specifying such
actions or objectives. This leads us to induce that agents, the envi-
ronment, actions and objectives are elements that depend on the
scenario in which the MAS is applied, as well as the context or role
of the agents in such MAS. Therefore, agent theory can be applied
in every domain in which it is possible to define or identify an envi-
ronment, autonomous actions, and objectives.
2.1.2 Environment
As classified in the Voyelles approach, we conceive an envi-
ronment as the second element in a MAS, because it defines where
agents act and interact. The environment often has some artifacts
that agents use to realize actions. When the environment is defined
inside of the MAS, it is referred as an the endogenous environment.
Figure 2.1 illustrates an endogenous environment with some arti-
facts in the environment level, according to the Voyelles approach.
Nevertheless, agents can act and interact with a system out-
side the MAS architecture, in which there are some artifacts through
which they can realize some actions. In this case we refer to an ex-
ogenous environment in relation to the MAS. Figure 2.1 illustrates
an exogenous environment in the environment level, according to
the Voyelles approach.
Weyns et al. 2007 define the environment as a first-class ab-
straction in MAS with a dual role that provides: (1) the surrounding
conditions for agents to exist, and (2) an exploitable design abstrac-
tion to build MAS applications. They consider that all non-agent
elements of a MAS are typically considered to be part of the MAS
environment.
Ricci et al. 2011 present the environment as a computational
or physical place where agents are situated, and providing the ba-
sic ground for defining the notions of agent perception, action and
interaction. They conceive the environment according to two main
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perspectives. The first conception is the classical perspective rooted
in Artificial Intelligence (AI), which identifies the environment as
an external world. The second conception is the more recent per-
spective from the context of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering
(AOSE) (Bernon et al. 2005, Jennings 1999, Wooldridge and Cian-
carini 1999), which introduces the environment as a suitable place
where to encapsulate functionalities and services to support agents
activities.
2.1.3 Organization
As classified in the Voyelles approach, we consider the organi-
zation as the third element of a MAS, because it defines How Agents
act and interact in a MAS Environment. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
organization in the organization level, according to the Voyelles ap-
proach.
Gasser 1992 defines an organization as one that provides a
framework for activity and interaction through the definition of
roles, behavioral expectations and authority relationships (e. g. con-
trol). Wooldridge et al. 2000 view an organization as a collection
of roles, that stand in certain relationships to one another, and
that take part in systematic institutionalized patterns of interactions
with other roles. Ferber et al. 2004 also mention these two defini-
tions and derive from them what they call the main features of orga-
nization, which are:
1. An organization is constituted of agents (individuals) that man-
ifest a behavior;
2. The overall organization may be partitioned into partitions
that may overlap;
3. Behaviors of agents are functionally related to the overall or-
ganization activity (concept of role);
4. Agents are engaged into dynamic relationship, also called pat-
terns of activities, which may be typed using a taxonomy of
roles, tasks or protocols, thus describing a kind of supra indi-
viduality;
5. Types of behaviors are related through relationships between
roles, tasks and protocols.
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2.1.4 Interaction
Perhaps interactions can be considered as the motor of a dy-
namic MAS, since an adequate dynamic in MAS requires an ade-
quate interaction among agents therein. The interaction consists
to the way agents communicate among them as well as with the
environments around them. It also refers to the behavior of these
agents toward such communications. That is, how agents react with
respect to a communication from other agents or from the environ-
ment in which they act.
Gomez-Sanz and Pavon 2006 define interactions in MAS as
what determine the behavior of agents by showing what is their ex-
pected reaction when, for instance, receiving or sending a message
or signal, or by putting an item in a shared workspace.
Interactions between agents can be direct or indirect. A direct
interaction consists, for instance, to agents A and B exchanging
messages between them without the need of an intermediary. An
interaction is indirect when, for example, messages exchanged be-
tween the agents A and B are in different languages and have to
transit through a translator in order to be traduced. Figures 2.2 and
2.3 show examples of a direct and an indirect interaction, respec-
tively.
Figure 2.2: Example of a Direct Interaction.
Moreover, communications in interactions can be synchronous
or asynchronous. A communication is synchronous when the agent
execution is blocked and waits for the reply of a message before pro-
ceeding with its execution. For example: “An agent asks the price of
a product in order to proceed with the payment.” Such agent will
not proceed with the payment until it receives the asked price or
a until a timeout if considered. A communication is asynchronous
when the agent does not wait for the reply of a message to proceed
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Figure 2.3: Example of an Indirect Interaction.
with the execution. For example: “An agent that asks the current
time while it is walking in some place.”
2.1.5 Interaction Protocol
Interactions among agents are often specified by interaction
protocols. These protocols are generally used depending on the in-
teraction context in the MAS, and usually carry with them some
pattern and language that govern the exchange of messages among
agents. The Request Protocol (FIPA Request Interaction Protocol Spec-
ification 2002) and the Contract Net Protocol (FIPA Contract Net In-
teraction Protocol Specification 2002) are examples of interaction
protocols, created by The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agent
(FIPA 2002). These protocols use FIPA Agent Communication Lan-
guage (ACL) (FIPA Agent Communication Language Specifications
2002) as the communication language. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show
the Contract Net and Request protocols sequence diagrams respec-
tively.
Figure 2.4 shows the Contract Net Protocol execution pattern
among an initiator agent and m participant agents. The flow be-
gins when the initiator sends m Calls For Proposal (cfp) to the par-
ticipants. After a deadline, n participants, n < m, return an an-
swer back. A number i of participants can refuse the call and j
participants, j = n  - i, can propose to the initiator. After an eval-
uation, the initiator can reject k proposals, k < j, and accept l
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Figure 2.4: FIPA Contract Net Protocol (FIPA Contract Net Interac-
tion Protocol Specification 2002).
proposals, l = j - k. Lastly, The l participants whose proposals were
accepted send either an \iti \itn \itf \ito \itr \itm  - \itd \ito \itn \ite message for acceptance, or
\iti \itn \itf \ito \itr \itm  - \itr \ite \its \itu \itl \itt with more details, or send a failure in the case of
a problem.
Figure 2.5 shows the Request Protocol execution pattern among
an initiator and a participant. It begins when the initiator sends
a request to the participant. Lastly, the participant that accepts the
initiator request sends a message that can be either a failure in the
case of a problem, or an \iti \itn \itf \ito \itr \itm  - \itd \ito \itn \ite message for acceptance, or
also an \iti \itn \itf \ito \itr \itm  - \itr \ite \its \itu \itl \itt with more details about the result.
2.1.6 Cooperation
Changhong et al. 2002 consider that cooperation among agents
occurs when one autonomous agent or one autonomous agent coali-
tion adopts another autonomous agent or another autonomous agent
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Figure 2.5: FIPA Request Protocol, (FIPA Request Interaction Proto-
col Specification 2002).
coalition. Wooldridge 2009 presents the cooperation in MAS as a
derivation of the Cooperative Distributed Problem Solving (CDPS)
approach. CDPS studies how a loosely coupled network of problem
solvers can work together to solve problems that are beyond their
individual capacities. In MAS, agent behaviors and characteristics
are considered. We present some cooperations techniques in the se-
quence.
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2.1.6.1 Task Sharing
The Task Sharing is a cooperation technique that consists of a
sequence of activities grouped in the following three stages:
\bullet Problem decomposition: consists to decompose the overall prob-
lem into smaller sub problems recursively until the sub prob-
lems to have an appropriate granularity to be solved by an
individual agent.
\bullet Sub problem solution: the sub problems identified are individ-
ually solved. This stage typically involves sharing of informa-
tion between agents: one agent can help another if it has in-
formation that may be useful to the other.
\bullet Solution synthesis: solution to individual sub problems are inte-
grated into an overall solution. As in problem decomposition,
this stage may be hierarchical, with partial solutions assem-
bled at different levels of abstraction.
The Task Sharing takes place when a problem is decomposed
in to smaller sub problems and allocated to different agents. The
agents share information relevant to their sub problems. This infor-
mation may be shared pro-actively, that is, one agent sends another
agent some information because it believes that the other will be
interested in it; or reactively, that means an agent sends another
information in response to a request that was previously sent.
2.1.6.2 Result Sharing
The Result Sharing is another cooperation technique in which
problem solving proceeds by agents cooperatively exchanging infor-
mation as a solution is developed. It begins from small problems to
large ones. Durfee 2001 suggests that problem solvers can improve
group performance in result sharing in the following ways:
\bullet Confidence: independently derived solutions can be cross-checked,
highlighting possible errors, and increasing confidence in the
overall solution.
\bullet Completeness: agents can share their local views to achieve a
better overall global view.
\bullet Precision: agents can share results to ensure that the precision
of the overall solution is increased.
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\bullet Timeliness: even if one agent could solve a problem on its own,
by sharing a solution, the result could be derived more quickly.
2.1.6.3 Combining Task and Result Sharing
This is an hybrid cooperation technique which consists of di-
viding the overall problem in to small problems and share knowl-
edge in order to realize a task, therefore, solve the problem. The
idea with this hybrid mechanism is to use the benefits of both task
sharing and result sharing technique. The task sharing technique re-
duces the overall problem complexity by decomposing it into small
problems. The result sharing technique uses agents knowledge and
expertise in order to share solutions as the sub problems resolution
performance can be improved.
2.1.7 Coordination
In general coordination can be considered as the way things
or activities have to be managed in order to reach some target.
Malone and Crowston 1994 present an inter-disciplinary definition
of coordination. They consider the coordination as the action of
managing dependencies between activities. In the MAS paradigm,
Wooldridge 2009 presents the coordination as the mechanism of
managing inter dependencies between the activities of agents. For
him, in a perfectly coordinated system:
1. Agents will not accidentally clobber each other’s sub goals
while attempting to achieve the common goal;
2. Agents will not need to explicitly communicate;
3. Agents will be mutually predictable, perhaps by maintaining
good internal models of each other;
4. The presence of conflict between agents, in the sense of agents
destructively interfering with one other is an indicator of poor
coordination.
Numerous coordination mechanisms have been proposed in
the MAS and AI literature, exploring several approaches. Schumann
2012 proposed an classification of coordination mechanisms with
the idea of presenting an appropriate coordination method, given
a MAS scenario or context. This classification is summarized in Ta-
ble 2.1.
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Coordination Description
Task sharing Contains approaches that distribute
tasks among a number of agents
Auctions A specific subclass of task sharing mech-
anism.
Negotiations Based on structured exchange of mes-
sages.
Result Sharing Enable different experts to collabora-
tively solve a problem.
GPGP Generalized Partial Global Planning. A
subclass of Result Sharing mechanism
Centralized planning For the coordination of different agents.
This usually lead to very complex plan-
ning problems
DPCP Decentralized Planning for a Centralized
Plan. Relies on techniques similar to re-
sult sharing
DPDE Decentralized Planning with Decentral-
ized Execution.
Decoupling A subclass of DPDE. Tries to add addi-
tional constraints to decouple the local
problems and allow conflict free combi-
nation of of local plans.
Plan merging A subclass of DPDE. is done by a specific
agent that tries to merge locally gener-
ated sub plans into a feasible global plan.
Mediators A subclass of DPDE. try to resolve con-
flicts between local plans. Similar to
merging a specific agent, the mediator, is
responsible for resolving conflicts.
Iterative plan forma-
tion
A subclass of DPDE. tries to minimize the
number of conflicts between sub plans it-
eratively.
DCSP A coordination problem is represented
as a Distributed Constraints Satisfaction
Problem and then solved.
Coordination artifacts embed a coordination mechanism in the
environment in which the agents exist
in.
Table 2.1: Group of Coordination Mechanisms, (Schumann 2012).
Wooldridge 2009 also presents some coordination mechanisms
introduced briefly in the sequence.
2.1.7.1 Coordination through Partial Global Planning
The main principle of Partial Global Planning (PGP) is that co-
operating agents exchange information in order to reach common
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conclusions about the problem-solving process. Planning is partial
because the system cannot generate a plan for the overall problem.
Planning is global because agents form non-local plans by exchang-
ing local plans and cooperating in order to achieve a non-local view
of problem solving. PGP involves three iterated stages:
1. Each agent decide what its own goals are and generate short-
terms plans in order to achieve them;
2. Agents exchange information to determine where plans and
goals interact;
3. Agents alter local plans in order to better coordinate their own
activities.
2.1.7.2 Coordination through Joint Intentions
The coordination through joint intention consists of manag-
ing cooperative activities between agents through a joint commit-
ment to an overall aim and their individuals commitments to the
specific tasks that they have been assigned.
A commitment is a pledge or a promise monitored by a means
named convention. A convention specifies under what circumstances
a commitment can be abandoned and how an agent should behave
both locally and towards others when one of these conditions arises.
As an example of a coordination through join intention, we
have a football team.
2.1.7.3 Coordination by Norms and Social Laws
This is probably the coordination mechanism that every hu-
man been implicitly use in his everyday lives. As named, this coordi-
nation mechanism manages agent activities using norms and social
laws. For examples:
\bullet In the traffic, when a driving agent stops by seeing a red fire-
light;
\bullet In a society, when an agent knock the door before entering
into some residence;
Wooldridge 2009 defines a norm as an established expected
pattern of behavior. He defines a social law as a norm carrying with
it some authority. Convention, as defined in Section 2.1.7.2, is one
of the means to establish norms and social laws in MAS. There are
two approaches to create a convention in an agent society:
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\bullet Off-line design: In this approach, norms and social laws are
designed before the implementation of the MAS;
\bullet Emergence from within the system: Norms and social laws emerge
from within a group of agents.
2.2 URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL (UTC)
In a general context, the urban traffic control (UTC) prob-
lem consists in managing the urban traffic system (UTS) in order to
supply its demands. Following this context, Burmeister et al. 1997
define the UTC as largely the process of planning, implementation,
testing and administration of traffic to optimize the assignment of
traffic supplies to traffic demands under economic and environmen-
tal features. Similarly, Li et al. 1996 classify the UTC problem in two
different views: from road users, and road managers. From the road
users, a UTC problem consists only of choosing the direction at the
junctions; whereas from the view of road managers it is the problem
of controlling the traffic flow.
On a micro view of the problem, an UTS is controlled defin-
ing, at one side, a traffic network that represents the physical ar-
chitecture and the dynamic of such UTS. At another side, a control
strategy that acts on some components at the traffic network, usu-
ally electronic components such as traffic lights, in order to supply
a given demand or to reach a desired objective. Generally, a traffic
simulator is used in order to model such traffic network and sim-
ulate the dynamics of the UTS to be controlled. Depending of the
simulator used, the control strategy can be implemented therein or
on another system which communicate with the simulator.
2.2.1 Traffic Network
Traffic networks are often modeled using traffic roads, some-
times named links, interconnected in junctions usually controlled by
traffic lights. Each link has one or several lanes and can be for one
direction or bi-directional. To simulate the dynamic of the traffic,
vehicles are added in simulations, running on links with some de-
termined speed and acceleration, according to the definition of the
scenario being simulated. Depending of the simulator and the sim-
ulation scenario, vehicles can be of many types and can travel from
an origin to a destination.
Figure 2.6 shows the illustration of a simple traffic network
composed of two links and one junction. We use the Simulation of
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Urban Mobility (SUMO) (Krajzewicz et al. 2012) with the objective
to model this traffic network and define the main elements therein
in the context of SUMO.
Figure 2.6: Example of a traffic network.
(Krajzewicz et al. 2012) presents SUMO as a free and open
traffic simulation created by the Institute of Research in Transporta-
tion of the Germany Aerospace Center, available since 2001. SUMO
allows modeling of inter-modal traffic systems including road ve-
hicles, public transport and pedestrians. A traffic simulation using
SUMO occurs in the interval of time which the unit is a step, equiv-
alent to one second by default.
We present in the sequence the main elements that compose
an urban traffic system, illustrating these elements in the SUMO
context, as well as defining some main attributes of each element.
(more details can be found in the SUMO documentation 1.
1<http://sumo.dlr.de/wiki/Main_Page>
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2.2.1.1 Traffic Junction
A junction is an intersection between two or several links. A
junction can be controlled by a set of traffic lights, by others traffic
signs such as horizontal and vertical signs, or only by traffic laws
that vehicles have to follow.
In SUMO, a junction is modeled defining a node N = (x, y),
which is a bi-dimensional point into the network. Each node has the
following attributes:
\bullet id: identifies the node into the network.
\bullet x: represents the x-coordinate value of the node.
\bullet y: represents the y-coordinate value of the node.
\bullet type: is an enumeration of node type (priority, traffic light).
The priority type makes that vehicles on links with less prior-
ity wait first at the junction represented by the respective node. The
traffic light type makes the junction represented by the respective
node to be controlled by a traffic light.
2.2.1.2 Traffic Link
A link is a segment of a road, between two points. These
points can represent the start or/and the end of this road, or inter-
sections with links of others roads. A link can have one or several
lanes.
In SUMO, Traffic links are created connecting nodes and spec-
ifying the number of lanes therein, as well as others elements that
describe the dynamic of the traffic in the link. In SUMO, a traffic
link has the following main attributes:
\bullet id: identifies the link into the network.
\bullet from: represents the id of the source node of the link.
\bullet to: represents the id of the target node of the link.
\bullet numlanes: specifies the number of lane in the link.
\bullet speed: specifies the maximum speed that vehicles can reach
on the link.
\bullet priority: specifies the link priority in relation to others link in
the network.
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With the definition of the nodes and links, the physical archi-
tecture of the traffic network can be represented. The dynamic of
the traffic system is defined with the representation of routes with
its respective traffic flows as well as by vehicles with their respec-
tive trip which can be random or specified. We describe the traffic
routes and vehicles in the sequence.
2.2.1.3 Traffic Light
Traffic lights are electronic components that control the cross-
ing of vehicles at junctions. One junction can be controlled by two
or a group of traffic lights working in coordination.
In SUMO, traffic lights can be defined automatically with the
generation of the traffic network based on the specification of nodes
and links. Traffic lights have the following main attributes:
\bullet id: identifies the traffic light into the network.
\bullet phase: represents the traffic light cycle. A phase comprises:
– duration: represents the duration of the phase.
– state: represents the traffic light states for this phase.
– minDur: represents the minimum duration of the phase
when using type actuated.
– maxDur: represents the maximum duration of the phase
when using type actuated.
\bullet programID: identifies the traffic light program.
\bullet type: is an enumeration type of the traffic light.
– fixed: set the fixed cycle durations.
– actuated: set the cycle prolongation based time gaps be-
tween vehicles.
\bullet offset: represents the initial time offset of the program.
The phase states are represented by a list of characters (let-
ters) that determine the signs at traffic lights. We describe in the
sequence the main characters used in this dissertation.
\bullet r: red light for a signal - vehicles must stop.
\bullet y: yellow light for a signal - vehicles will start to decelerate if
far away from the junction, otherwise they pass.
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\bullet g: green light for a signal, no priority - vehicles may pass the
junction if no vehicle uses a higher prioritized link, otherwise
they decelerate for letting it pass. G: green light for a signal,
priority - vehicles may pass the junction.
Traffic lights can be also added manually by defining a addi-
tional file.
2.2.1.4 Traffic Route
In SUMO, traffic routes are created by connecting links ac-
cording to the desired trajectory to be traveled by vehicles. To de-
fine a route, we have to specify the sequence of links that compose
such route and the traffic flow on the route. A traffic route has the
following main attributes:
\bullet id: identifies the route in the simulation.
\bullet edges: specifies the sequence of links that compose the route.
\bullet flow: represents the traffic flow on the route, with the follow-
ing attributes:
– id: identifies the flow in the traffic system.
– route: represents the id of the route with the respective
flow.
– begin: specifies the initial number of vehicles on the route.
– end: determines the total number of vehicles that will
travel on the route.
– period: determines the time interval of the travel start of
vehicles on the route.
2.2.1.5 Traffic Vehicle
There are several ways to define vehicles in SUMO. We present
here the definition used in the implementation of our simulation.
SUMO allows the definition of vehicle types through the vTypeDis-
tribution, with the following attributes:
\bullet id: is an enumeration that specifies the type of vehicle distri-
bution.
\bullet vType: describe the vehicle characteristics, with the following
attributes:
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– id: is an enumeration that specifies the type of vehicle.
– length: specifies the vehicle length in meters.
– accel: specifies the maximum acceleration of the vehicle
in (m2/s).
– deccel: specifies the maximum deceleration of the vehicle
in (m2/s).
– maxspeed: determines the maximum speed of the vehicle
in (m/s).
– sigma: determines the driver imperfection. sigma \in [0, 1].
– probability: determines the running probability of the ve-
hicle type on the route.
2.2.2 Traffic Control Strategy
Usually, UTC strategies are proposed in order to reach a spe-
cific objective such as: minimize the congestion: (Min and Jin 2013),
(Stefanello et al. 2013), (Kosmatopoulos et al. 2007), and (Kar-
talopoulos 1999); optimize the collective transportation: (Zeng et
al. 2014) and (Jeng et al. 2013); improve some specific team dislo-
cation: (Sundar et al. 2015) and (Viriyasitavat and Tonguz 2012);
etc. Most of these strategies are based on the dynamic of traffic
lights and tend to modify or even simplify such dynamic with the
objective of optimizing some variables that are part of the traffic
dynamic such as the traffic flow, density, travel time, main speed,
etc.
We introduce first some concepts that are part and character-
ize the UTS and UTC, focusing on the traffic lights control, following
the Brazilian Signalization Guideline (DENATRAN 2014).
2.2.2.1 Traffic Movements
A traffic movement at a junction is used to identify vehicle
flows with the same origin and destination. There are vehicular and
pedestrian movements. Figure 2.7 shows the example of both of the
movements.
Two movements M1 and M2 are considered converging move-
ments when they are from different origins and have the same desti-
nation. M1 and M2 are considered diverging movements when they
are from the same origin and have different destinations. M1 and
M2 are intercepting movements when they are from different origins
and destinations, and they cross at a given point of the junction.
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Figure 2.7: Example of movements at a junction.
(DENATRAN 2014)
Lastly M1 and M2 are non-intercepting movements when they are
from different origins and destinations, and they do not cross at any
point of the junction. Figures 2.8 show the respective movements.
Converging and intercepting movements are considered con-
flicting movements. whereas, diverging and non-intercepting move-
ments are considered non-conflicting movements.
A diagram of conflicts consists on the schematic representa-
tion of a junction geometry, considering all the vehicular move-
ments that can occur therein. Figure 2.12 shows an example of a
diagram of conflicts at a junction with 4 links and 16 possible vehic-
ular movements.
A table of conflicts highlights conflicting movements from the
diagram of conflicts. Figure 2.13 shows the table of conflicts result-
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Figure 2.8: Example of converging movements.
(DENATRAN 2014)
Figure 2.9: Example of diverging movements.
(DENATRAN 2014)
Figure 2.10: Example of intercepting movements.
(DENATRAN 2014)
ing from the diagram shown in Figure 2.12.
2.2.2.2 Some Control Concepts
A group of movements is a set of movements from a same link
that receive simultaneously the right to cross the junction.
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Figure 2.11: Example of non-intercepting movements.
(DENATRAN 2014)
Figure 2.12: Example of a diagram of conflicts.
(DENATRAN 2014)
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Figure 2.13: Example of a table of conflicts.
(DENATRAN 2014)
A group of signs is a set of traffic lights with the same sign that
control a given group of movements.
A Stage is the interval of time in which one or several groups
of movements receive simultaneously the right to cross the junction.
A stage comprise the time of the green sign and the time interval
until the next green sign occurs. Figure 2.14 shows the example of
two consecutive stages.
Figure 2.14: Example of two stages.
A cycle is the sequence of all the stages of a traffic light con-
trolling a junction. The time of a cycle corresponds to the sum of
the time of all the stages therein.
A interval is a period of time in which the configuration of
traffic signs that control a given link stay unaltered.
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A traffic signal plan is a set of elements that characterize the
traffic lights signalization programmed at a junction during a time
period.
A diagram of stages is a graphic representation of all the move-
ments that can be realized in each stage during a cycle. Figure 2.15
shows the example of a diagram of stages.
Figure 2.15: Example of a digram of two stages.
(DENATRAN 2014)
2.2.2.3 Control Types
There are two types of traffic light control systems regarding
the traffic signal plan: Fixed-time control and Actuated control. Fixed-
time control uses traffic signal plans calculated according to the his-
torical data of some traffic variables such as the traffic flow, average
speed. During fixed-time control the cycle, sequence of stages, and
duration of signs are constant. Fixed-time control can be realized
based on one traffic signal plan, or based on several plans accord-
ing to the traffic conditions of different periods of the day.
Actuated control is classified in semi-actuated and totally actu-
ated control. The semi-actuated control is often used at junctions be-
tween links with high traffic volume (main links) and links with low
traffic volume (secondary links). The traffic signal plans at these
junction are calculated in order to prioritize the mains links until
the detectors at the secondary links notify the presence of vehicles
at the secondary links.
The totally-actuated controls is based on the determination of
the green time of each stage during a cycle of a traffic signal plan.
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The green time is determined dynamically and at real time, between
an interval of a minimum and maximum values established, accord-
ing to the traffic demand and conditions. The totally-actuated con-
trol allows the set of some parameters such as the link priority, in
real time, with the objective of suppling a given demand like the
presence of emergency vehicles.
2.2.2.4 Control Strategies
There are two main types of control strategies with respect
to the traffic network: the Isolated control and the Network control,
also called coordinated control. In Isolated control, each junction is
controlled independently of the others. There is no coordination
among traffic lights at junctions. In this case, the programming of
traffic lights considers only the traffic state at the respective junc-
tions. Isolated control can affect seriously the traffic flow perfor-
mance in situations where junctions are close to each other.
Network control allows the programming of traffic lights not
only at each junction, but also considering the traffic dynamic at the
global network. The objective is to ensure a good traffic flow perfor-
mance both at junctions individually and the global performance of
the traffic network.
2.2.2.5 Control Modes
There are two main modes to control traffic lights. The de-
centralized control and the centralized control. In the decentralized
control mode, the programming of traffic lights is implemented into
the controller at the traffic light. The centralized control mode is im-
plemented in a central computer or group of computers.
2.3 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Emergency management is a process that begins when some
emergency center receives the notification of an incident classified
as an emergency, and ends when such situation is recovered. Borges
et al. 2010 consider typically three stages involving an emergency
management:
1. Notification and validation: starts when an incident notifica-
tion is reported. In this stage, the call center usually identifies
the emergency situation in order to verify if the crisis is real.
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2. Response process: takes place once the crisis is verified as true.
It involves planning, triggering, monitoring and adjusting re-
sponse activities which consist in dispatching emergency vehi-
cles, assigning equipment and personnel, etc.
3. Closing activity: involves basically reporting the result of the
response process.
Emergency management usually involves several teams work-
ing together. Some of the teams generally present are the police,
the fire-fighters, and the medical personnel. Each team often has
its particular objectives that compound the overall goal. Generally,
the police attempts to control and ensure the order and security
of the incident location. The fire-fighters usually attempt to save
lives and protect property, (Trent et al. 2008). The medical person-
nel attempts to save a maximum of lives and reduce the maximum
number of human and property injuries.
Each emergency team usually follows its own action protocol,
nevertheless they always try to combine these protocols in the ben-
efit of the established overall goal. Trent et al. 2008 presents five
functions found in fire-fighters response process.
1. Manage Routes: includes planning and executing movement to
and from the incident and includes negotiating local paths at
the incident.
2. Manage Resources: includes monitoring, committing, request-
ing and withdrawing personnel, equipment and supplies.
3. Reduce Threats: entails extinguishing, containing or dissipat-
ing fire, hazardous material or other environmental hazards
to life and property.
4. Situation Assessment: includes gathering intelligence, monitor-
ing, and assessing the state of the threat, and progress or ef-
fectiveness of the response.
5. Extraction: includes removing incapacitated fire-fighters from
danger.
Moreover, they entail to each function, the decisions that sup-
port it, as well as the information required for this decisions. We
summarize these decisions and information requirements in Table 2.2
for the function manage routes, in Table 2.3 for the function manage
resources, in Table 2.4 for the function reduce threats, in Table 2.5 for
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Decisions Requirements
-What route to take for ap-
proaching the incident?
-Where to lay hose lines?
-What are the valid en-
try/exit paths?
-Does a path need to be cre-
ated?
-Infrastructure limitations
-Traffic patterns
-Routes of other responders
-Environmental conditions
-Occupancy status
Confirmed life hazard
-Condition of roof
-Locations of:
- -Incident
- -Water sources
- -Fire or contamination
- -Extensions of fire or contamina-
tion
- -Elevators, stairs, doorways, ac-
cess points
- -Obstacles for entry
Table 2.2: Fire-fighter Function: Manage Routes, (Trent et al. 2008).
the function situation assessment, and in Table 2.6 for the function
extraction.
Such as fire-fighters, the police and medical personnel also
have some strategies to cope with emergency response processes.
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Decisions Requirements
-When and where to commit
resources?
-When to withdraw or re-
place resources?
-When to request resources?
-Who to designate as a safety
team?
-Where to establish com-
mand post and staging ar-
eas?
-When to request casualty
coordinator?
-How to position ladders
and pumps?
-Progress of search
-Conditions in building
-Occupancy status
-Water supply
-Resource depletion
-Expertise/Trust in working groups
-Time units have been exposed
-Current staffing levels
-Unique apparatus available
-Status of uncommitted units
-Emergency responder casualties
-Structure type and floor plan
-Street conditions
-Locations of:
- -Fire or contamination
- -Extensions of fire or contamina-
tion
- -Life hazards
- -Resources
- -Power lines
- -Water sources
- -Building entrances
- -Other vehicles
Table 2.3: Fire-fighter Functions: Manage Resources, (Trent et al.
2008).
2.4 SOME WORKS IN THE LITERATURE
The topic studied in this dissertation, Traffic Control Under An
Emergency Response, involves at least two mature topics in the litera-
ture which are: Traffic Control (McCluskey et al. 2016); (Guberinic
et al. 2007); (Riedel and Brunner 1994) and Emergency Response
(Fagel 2010); (Dillon 2014). Although numerous researches have
been proposed in both fields, this dissertation analyses specifically
solutions that use a MAS approach. This is the main topic of interest,
since in the next chapter, we propose a MAS model that implements
a traffic control strategy and manages and routes emergency vehi-
cles in order to improve an emergency response process. We briefly
comment some works that propose solutions from different areas
than MAS.
Google Scholar, IEEE Explorer, and Mendeley were used as
biography reference managers and academic social networks in or-
der to find works related to the studied topic, combining key words
such as: Traffic Control, Emergency Response and Multi Agent Sys-
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Decisions Requirements
-Whether to attack or con-
tain the fire?
-Reduce or contain contami-
nants?
-Need to set up/establish de-
contamination?
-Whether to ventilate or
not?
-What substance(s) to use
on contaminants or fire?
-Where to attack threat?
-Structure type and floor plan
-Conditions in building
-Type of contamination
-Surrounding population
-Weather effects on contaminants
-Locations of:
- -Fuel sources
- -Fire or contamination
- -Extensions of fire or contamina-
tion
- -Hose lines
- -Scuttles and skylights
Table 2.4: Fire-fighter Function: Reduce Threat, (Trent et al. 2008).
Decisions Requirements
-Is it a false alarm?
-Cease or continue search
for life?
-Cease of continue search
for fire?
-Where to search?
-Source of alarm
-Reports from occupants
-Presence of heat or smoke
-Fire containment
-Occupancy status
-Progress of search
-Exposures
-Structure type and floor plan
-Potential for flash over/ back draft
-Resource depletion
-Time of day
-Locations of:
- -Fuel sources
- -Fire or contamination
- -Extensions of fire or contamina-
tion
- -Hose lines
- -Scuttles and skylights
- -Stairs
- -Life hazard
- -Small rooms
Table 2.5: Fire-fighter Functions: Situation Assessment, (Trent et al.
2008).
tems. We summarized some results in Table 2.7 in Section 2.4.1,
relative to works that use MAS approach, and Table 2.8 in Section
2.4.2, for other approaches. Both Table 2.7 and 2.8 comprise a title,
specific scenario and field columns. The field refers to the domain
from where the solution method used in the publication derive.
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Decisions Requirements
-Focus on threat reduction
or rescue?
-Where to establish a safe
refuge area?
-What is the best method for
evacuation?
-When to deploy a rescue
team?
-Presence of ladder company
-Water supply
-Conditions in building
-Occupancy status
-Location of:
- -Fire or contaminants
- -Extension of fire or contami-
nants
- -Stairs, balconies, fire escapes, el-
evators, exits
- -Rescue teams
- -Incapacitated or Lost emergency
responder
Table 2.6: Fire-fighter Functions: Extraction, (Trent et al. 2008).
2.4.1 Works Using MAS Approach
Table 2.7 summarizes works that propose solutions relatives
to the traffic control and emergency response problem using a MAS
model. Some of these works use MAS only for simulation purposes,
applied to the emergency response scenario. Some of these works
are described with more details in the sequence.
2.4.1.1 Agent Based Simulation Applied to the Design of Control
Systems for Emergency Vehicles Access
The (Patrascu et al. 2015) work aimed to formulate an agent
based simulation perspective on aiding the design of complex and
distributed control systems, such as the one facilitating the arrival
of the emergency vehicles to accident sites. In this way, they intro-
duced the tissue, a type of multi-agent used to construct Agent Based
Simulation Models (ABSM)s in order to test and validate complex
control systems, in particular, traffic control and emergency vehicle
access in urban areas. A conceptual representation of the tissue MAS
is depicted in figure 2.16.
They presented some concepts used in their paper as follow:
\bullet A tissue is a set of cells agent of the same abstraction level,
with the same goal, and concurrent objectives.
\bullet The tissue goal is to maintain access for emergency vehicles
with minimal disturbance to regulate traffic.
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Title Scenario Field
Agent Based Simulation Ap-
plied to the Design of Con-
trol Systems for Emergency
Vehicles Access (Patrascu et
al. 2015)
Agent based simula-
tion perspective for
the design of complex
and distributed con-
trol systems
Multi Agent
System
A multi-agent system based
approach to emergency
management (Mala 2012)
Decision making
support in Emergency
Managements
Multi Agent
System
Hardware-In-the-Loop Sim-
ulation of DC Microgrid
with Multi-Agent System
for Emergency Demand Re-
sponse (Yoo et al. 2012)
Simulation of DC Mi-
crogrid with MAS for
Emergency Response
Demand
Power En-
ergy, Hard-
ware In the
Loop (HIL),
Multi Agent
System
A Multi Agent System for
Traffic Control for Emer-
gency by Quadrants (Ro-
dríguez et al. 2009)
Traffic control under
emergency situations
Multi Agent
System
A Cooperative Multi Agent
System For Traffic Manage-
ment And Control (Tomás
and Garcia 2005)
Traffic control under
emergency situations
Multi Agent
System
Table 2.7: Works that use MAS approach.
Figure 2.16: Tissue MAS concept (Patrascu et al. 2015).
\bullet A minimal cell agent comprises a set of inference devices DI ,
sensorial devices DS , and actuating devices DA, organized
around a nuclear agent N .
\bullet A nuclear agent is composed of a communication unit and a
(set of) algorithm(s) for cell aggregation/desintegration which
serve to form cell agents dynamically within the system.
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The (Patrascu et al. 2015) also considered the traffic control,
defining the traffic control problem as given an urban area, com-
posed of a network of roads, it is required that the traffic in the
area is fluid for regular participants and that emergency vehicles
have the fastest possible access through said traffic on their desig-
nated routes.
They described the mains components of the control system,
being:
\bullet Plant: the network of intersections (actual inner crossing area
and the adjacent road sections directed inward) with moving
vehicles;
\bullet Plant outputs: number of cars on the adjacent road sections
waiting to pass through the intersections;
\bullet Plan inputs: traffic lights signals;
\bullet Main requirement: minimization of emergency vehicles wait-
ing times;
\bullet Secondary requirement: minimization of all vehicles waiting
times, with regards to giving priority to emergency vehicles.
They considered the controlled system as a dynamically chang-
ing system fo routes, in which each route has the traffic signals as in-
puts and the vehicle waiting times as outputs. For each intersection
Pi, within a route of a vehicle, the control system can be designed
as depicted in figure 2.17, where Ci is the control algorithm, yi is
the vehicle waiting time, ui is the combination of traffic lights sig-
nals relevant to the direction the vehicle intends to travel through.
The desired outcome (setpoint ri of the system) is zero waiting time
(signal \epsilon i, is the control derivation).
Figure 2.17: Vehicle in intersection control loop structure (Patrascu
et al. 2015).
They designed one minimal cell agent ffiICCffli for each in-
tersection, depicted in figure 2.18, in which: DIi is an inference
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device running the control algorithm; DAi are acting devices (the
traffic lights ensemble); DSi are sensing devices (smart sensors
mounted along the adjacent road sections that detect the incom-
ing vehicles and their types); Ni cell nucleus; nvi number of vehi-
cles waiting to pass through (raw environmental data); yi processed
sensor data (including vehicle type); ui computed command vector
containing the traffic lights color combination; tli displayed traffic
light colors (executed commands); obji cell objective of controlling
the intersection received by nuclei a priori; tski desired tasks accord-
ing to objectives: the DS task is to collect and process data, then
transmit it to the DI ; whose task is to elaborate control decisions
for the DA; who in turn are tasked with executing the commands
using their visual actuators.
All intersection control cells ffiICCffli are part of the traf-
fic control tissue \'TCT\v . The tissue goal is to maintain fluid traf-
fic throughout the road network with emergency vehicle priority,
whereas the cell objective is to minimize delays within their assigned
intersection. The control system is completely distributed: each DI
elaborates a control decision individually.
Figure 2.18: Intersection control cell structure (Patrascu et al.
2015).
Comparing to our dissertation contribution, (Patrascu et al.
2015) approaches the emergency response process using MAS and
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traffic control concepts as done in our dissertation. Moreover the
objectives of the systems established in their work are almost the
same considering our objective. The only difference is that their
secondary objective was to minimize the normal vehicles waiting
time whereas ours was to to reduce the impact of priorities given to
responders. These to objectives can seem to be similar, however, the
difference remains in the fact that our dissertation does not improve
the traffic flow for normal vehicles.
However, (Patrascu et al. 2015) does not approaches the prob-
lem of best path for responders displacement. We consider funda-
mental to provide a best path for responder displacement, since we
need to improve their travel time through the traffic. In (Patrascu
et al. 2015) solution, such problem is not clearly approached.
2.4.1.2 A Multi-Agent System Based Approach to Emergency Man-
agement
(Mala 2012) proposed a complex adaptive system approach
to emergency management decision support systems via an agent
based application. They presented the emergency management prob-
lem in a macro concept depicted in figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: Emergency Management Macro Concept (Mala 2012).
They proposed a reactive agent based multi-agent system ap-
proach to manage activities focusing on the response and recovery
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process of an emergency management. As depicted in figure 2.20,
the whole system is represented in seventeen reactive agents with
limited planning capacity and knowledge about their environment.
These agents are designed with simple roles to react to environmen-
tal and inter-agent input.
Lastly, a data warehouse integrated with databases and ge-
ographic information system provide information to the whole sys-
tem. These databases contain information such as location, strength
availability, readiness, time, etc. Data in these databases are up-
dated near real time from external resources.
However, this work did not explained deeply the character-
istics and objectives of each agent, or how agents interact each
one to another. Any interaction protocol was presented in order to
show how the interactions between the agents would occurs. They
mentioned the environment without presenting its characteristics,
as well as, how the agents interact with such environment. All of
these observations are approached in our dissertation.
Figure 2.20: Proposed Multi-Agent System (Mala 2012).
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2.4.1.3 A MAS for Traffic Control for Emergencies by Quadrants
Rodríguez et al. 2009 proposed a MAS model with the ob-
jective of allowing emergency vehicles to get through reasonable
routes from one origin point to some desired destination, safely and
on time. In their proposal, they divide an urban city map into quad-
rants of similar size that represent small sections of the respective
city, considering that no traffic zone is excluded.
Rodríguez et al. 2009 classify three types of agents consid-
ering the area in which the agents act and the operations to be
controlled by these agents.
\bullet Individual Agents: represent emergency vehicles. They commu-
nicate with other agents to follow the instructions provided by
them.
\bullet Local agents: represent cameras and traffic signs. Cameras act
as environment control agents. They display one or more areas
or traffic status in real time. Traffic signs can be opened or
closed as desired;
\bullet Regional Agents: responsible for receiving requests from the
various emergency services. Such services indicate the data
required for the emergency vehicle movement and interact
against the agents in order to establish the "action plan" or
best way to got to the emergency location.
\bullet Global Agents: are in the higher level of command in terms
of the system architecture. They are responsible for managing
the rest of the agents of each area.
There are also other traffic electronic components which are
not agents, but are used as objects with some role in the system.
Most of these components are used to get or display information.
These components are described as follow.
\bullet Information panels: inform the people of actions needed, such
as opening a traffic light, or clearing a path for an emergency
vehicle that requires its use;
\bullet Sensors: detect surrounding objects which must be considered,
such as those which would turn on or off lights, billboards or
any kind of obstacle in order to remotely let the authorized
vehicle approach the emergency area;
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This work does not consider the environment level explicitly.
However, in our conceptions such elements could represent artifacts
being part of the environment in which the agents cited above act.
Figure 2.21 shows the map division by quadrants with its respective
agents.
Figure 2.21: Example of a MAS Architecture Prototype (Rodríguez
et al. 2009).
Lastly, Rodríguez et al. 2009 define a system topology as well
as an interaction protocol as a language for agents communication.
Figure 2.22 shows such prototype and interaction protocol.
2.4.1.4 A Cooperative MAS for Traffic Management and Control
Tomás and Garcia 2005 present a MAS model for traffic man-
agement and control under a meteorological incident. They exposed
the main features of such MAS (its ontology, agents and interaction
protocols) and the behavior exhibited by such MAS when a mete-
orological incident is detected by a traffic administration in a real
traffic scenario, case of the A3 Spanish free-way. They begin defin-
ing a road traffic domain ontology composed of three sub domains:
\bullet The road sub domain: defined by roads, itineraries, segments,
and links, each one explained in detail in their work;
\bullet The behavior sub domain: describe the traffic behavior as well
as its related parameters, and is classified into two main groups:
(1) traffic parameters, and (2) weather parameters;
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Figure 2.22: Example of Protocol Messages, (Rodríguez et al. 2009).
\bullet The equipment sub domain: composed by data capture station,
which is defined by traffic data capture station and meteo-
rological station, CCTV cameras, emergency phones, and sig-
nals;
Figures 2.23, 2.24, and 2.25 show the three ontology sub
domains respectively.
They define a MAS architecture composed of several kinds of
agents: Meteo agents, Manager agent, XML Plan agent, Web agent,
DF agent and Interface agent.
\bullet Meteo Agent: monitor the weather evolution over time in con-
crete road network areas through specific sensors;
\bullet Manager Agent: provide support to the road traffic operator.
This support is focused on the determination of the TMP sce-
narios and on the definition of the dynamic measures to be
developed;
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Figure 2.23: Road Sub Domain Ontology, (Tomás and Garcia 2005).
Figure 2.24: Behaviour Sub Domain Ontology, (Tomás and Garcia
2005).
\bullet Interface Agent: communicate the road manager with the MAS
and display graphically all the components of the MAS: road
network, equipment status, TMPs, etc;
\bullet XML Plan Agent: contains a database with the TMPs in XML
format. When this agent receives information about a detected
incident, it looks for the associated fired event in the database.
If a TMP for this incident exits, the agent returns to the man-
ager agent the traffic measures to be applied;
\bullet Web Agent: the web agent translates the incident information
received from the manager agent in a DATEX format (a stan-
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Figure 2.25: Equipment Sub Domain Ontology, (Tomás and Garcia
2005).
dard format used to exchange traffic information between traf-
fic control centers);
\bullet DF Agent: the directory facilitator used is the DF JADE agent
specified by FIPA. The DF provides a yellow pages service by
means of which an agent can register, de register and search
for other agents or services in the MAS environment.
Figure 2.26 shows the software architecture of this MAS pro-
totype.
Finally, they define the interaction protocol as the way agents
can communicate between them. Such protocol follows the FIPA-
ACL interaction protocol defined by FIPA. The communication pro-
tocols are classified in two groups: Inner protocols used in com-
munications inside the MAS prototype and Outer protocols used in
communications between the MAS and the road traffic operator via
the interface agent.
The inner protocols are:
\bullet ManagerReg: subscription protocol between the Manager agent
and the DF agent;
\bullet MeteoReg: request protocol between the meteo and DF agents;
\bullet AlarmReg: subscription protocol between the manager agent
and a meteo agent;
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Figure 2.26: Example of a MAS Architecture Prototype, (Tomás and
Garcia 2005).
\bullet PlanMesures: request protocol between the manager agent and
the XML Plan agent;
\bullet WebInfo: request protocol between the manager and the web
agents;
The outer protocols are:
\bullet ShowPlan: request protocol between the manager agent and
the interface agent to show the measures of a TMP to be acti-
vated;
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\bullet ShowSignals: request protocol between the manager agent and
the interface agent to show the message to be put in a variable
signal;
\bullet ForceSignal: request protocol between the interface agent and
the manager agent to force a message to be put in a variable
signal;
\bullet ValidateScenario: query protocol to validate a scenario pro-
posal.
Figure 2.27 shows the example of ManagerReg and Metreo-
Reg protocols.
Figure 2.27: Interaction Protocol Example, (Tomás and Garcia
2005).
2.4.2 Works Using Different Approaches
Table 2.8 summarizes works that propose solutions to cope
with the traffic control and emergency response issue using approaches
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from other fields.
Title Scenario Field
Reducing Emergency Ser-
vices Response Time in
Smart Cities: An Advanced
Adaptive and Fuzzy Ap-
proach (Djahel et al. 2015)
Adaptive traffic con-
trol system to enables
faster emergency
services response in
smart cities
Adaptive
and Fuzzy
Approach
A heuristic implementation
of emergency traffic evacua-
tion in urban areas (Kang et
al. 2013)
Traffic control under
emergency situations
Algorithms
and Graphs
Modeling the Impact of
VANET-Enabled Traffic
Lights Control on the Re-
sponse Time of Emergency
Vehicles in Realistic Large-
Scale Urban Area (Noori
2013)
Traffic lights control
to decrease the re-
sponse time of emer-
gency cars
Electronic
V2V and V2I
communica-
tion
Making Way for Emergency
Vehicles at Oversaturated
Signals under Vehicle-to-
Vehicle Communications
(Cetin and Jordan 2012)
Traffic signs con-
trol to improve
emergency vehicle
dislocation
Electronic
V2V and V2I
communica-
tion
Traffic organization method
for emergency evacuation
based on information cen-
trality (Wu et al. 2010)
Traffic control under
emergency evacua-
tions
Optimization
Rapid Handling of Urban
Traffic Emergencies Based
on Decision and Command
Support System (Lu 2009)
Handling urban traf-
fic emergency
Software en-
gineering
Model Reference Adaptive
Control Framework for Real-
Time Traffic Management
under Emergency Evacua-
tion (Liu et al. 2007)
Traffic control under
emergency evacua-
tions
Adaptive
Control
Theory
Table 2.8: Works from others approaches.
Among the cited works in Table 2.8, Shumin et al. 2010 pro-
posed a solution that establishes a decision support system for ur-
ban emergency traffic control based on expert systems. They con-
sider an expert system endowed with enough knowledge of the
overall problem in order to be used to solve the respective problem.
According to Wooldridge 2009, such centralized problem solv-
ing approach is less encouraged to cope with complex problems.
Since it assumes that a component has the appropriate expertise to
decompose an overall problem to specific ones, thus, has the knowl-
edge of the task structure. It is less sure to find a component that
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has a global view of the environment as well as events occurring.
The same main problem observed in Shumin et al. 2010’s approach
is also encountered in Lu 2009, and Kang et al. 2013.
Liu et al. 2007 integrate both dynamic network modeling
techniques and adaptive control theory to manage the traffic at real-
time during emergency evacuations. They consider that the traffic
flow during emergency is full of uncertainties, therefore needs a dy-
namic modeling technique as well as a real time adaptive control.
Although such approach shows interesting results regarding
optimization of traffic evacuation, it does not include explicitly the
emergency responders management into the scenario, in the sense
of several services cooperating according to a coordination mecha-
nism in order to reach a same overall goal. Being the emergency
responders management one of the important problems to consider
in order to improve an emergency response process. The observa-
tion highlighted in Liu et al. 2007’s approach is also encountered in
Wu et al. 2010, and Kang et al. 2013.
2.4.3 Works Characteristics
Some of the works in the literature focus more on emergency
management at and around the local of the incident than on traffic
control. This may be due to several reasons. A particular reason can
be the fact that in real emergency cases, the first and automatic re-
action of people is to try to save a maximum of victims, managing
the emergency into the incident local. In this way, to control ade-
quately the traffic often turns to be less important, or even a future
target.
Nevertheless, to consider the traffic control as one of the solu-
tions of an emergency management can improve significantly the ef-
fectiveness of such management. Since the response process, which
is the second stage of an emergency management, as presented in
Section 2.3, begins with the displacement of emergency teams to
the emergency location. Therefore, an adequate traffic control max-
imizes the probability of emergency vehicles to reach as fast as pos-
sible their destinations, hence to save a maximum number of lives.
Among works that focus on traffic control in emergency situ-
ations using MAS approaches, most of them do not present a clear
cooperation or/and coordination mechanism. Some works do not
have even one section or paragraph explaining clearly a coopera-
tion technique presented in the literature, or a known or own coor-
dination mechanism used in the work. Generally what they present
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is a conceptualization of their system, followed by the system ar-
chitecture with details of each agent function and some interaction
protocol. The cooperation and coordination tend to be somewhat
implicit, using each agent functions.
Furthermore, there are works in which the cooperation ap-
proach is quite mixed or sometimes confused with the coordination
approach. As we present in Section 2.1.6 and 2.1.7, respectively,
we consider the cooperation and coordination in MAS as two differ-
ent elements, even though they are close. A cooperation consist in
working together in order to solve something. Thus, a cooperation
technique presents the way how to work together. Whereas a coordi-
nation consists in managing the interactivity between the agents. So
a coordination mechanism presents the form of such management.
Finally, there are works that consider almost everything as
agents in their representation of the MAS: from the traffic with it
infrastructure, to the emergency teams and other personnel. Some
others works even use the environment approach, but they still mix
and/or confuse the endogenous environment with the exogenous
environment.
Several authors may disagree with such observation, since a
MAS, has to be considered as an agent at a higher level, as defended
by Demazeau 1995 in his recursion principle. Others may affirm
that environment and organization approaches are not obligatory
in a MAS representation.
We still consider that in the case of this studied scenario, to
distinguish MAS agents from traffic components, as well as MAS
environment from the traffic system allows us to propose adequate
strategies to each of the systems. That is, to propose a cooperation
technique and coordination mechanism with an interaction proto-
col for agents at one side. At the other side, to propose a traffic
control strategy for the traffic system.
3 PROPOSAL
3.1 OVERVIEW
In this dissertation, we study the problem of controlling the
urban traffic system under an emergency incident as presented in
Section 1.1. More specifically, we focus on the traffic lights control
and the emergency vehicles management and routing during an
emergency response process presented in Section 2.3. We propose
the use of a MAS approach endowed with an emergency response
strategy that controls the traffic lights and manages emergency ve-
hicles in order to reach the objectives established in Section 1.2.
Figure 3.1 depicts the overall system architecture of our proposal.
Figure 3.1: Overall system architecture.
A simple urban traffic network is depicted on the right side
of Figure 3.1, representing the urban traffic system composed basi-
cally of: links, junctions, traffic lights and vehicles. There are also
some emergency vehicle bases at different points of the traffic net-
work. All these traffic elements are defined in Section 2.2.1. On the
left side we have a representation of the MAS, composed of agents
which interact one another using a coordinated strategy, as well as
with the traffic system using an endogenous environment. The traf-
fic system and the MAS are connected by a network interface which
allows the exchange of data between both of the systems.
This section is divided in two main parts. The first part presents
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the proposed emergency response strategy with respect to the emer-
gency response process, as well as the traffic light control procedure.
Some concepts used therein are also introduced. The second part
presents the proposed MAS, its objectives and components, as well
as a description of how this MAS manages the urban traffic system
using the emergency response strategy presented in the first part of
this section.
3.2 EMERGENCY RESPONSE STRATEGY AND TRAFFIC LIGHT CON-
TROL
This work follows the approach used by Borges et al. 2010
presented in Section 2.3, which considers the emergency manage-
ment as a process that comprises three main stages: the notification
and validation of an emergency incident, the emergency response
process and the closing activity. The emergency response strategy
proposed here focuses on the emergency response process and con-
sists specifically of a systematic combination of actions that control
traffic lights as well as managing and routing emergency vehicles in
order to reach the objectives established in Section 1.2.
3.2.1 Some Concepts
Most of the elements and concepts regarding the urban traf-
fic system and the emergency management are introduced in Chap-
ter 2. Nevertheless, before presenting the proposed emergency re-
sponse strategy and traffic light control, we define in this section
some of these concepts in the context of this proposal. Some others
new concepts used in this proposal are also introduced.
Definition 1. The term responder, denoted by the variable r, refers
to an emergency vehicle from which we consider the following
types: ambulances, fire-fighters and the police.
Definition 2. Each responder r has some preference to cross junc-
tions compared to other vehicles. This preference is based on a pri-
ority degree \delta r \in \{ 1, 2\} , according to the type of r and sometimes
according to its travel destination as follow:
\bullet \delta r = 2 (hight degree) if r is an ambulance or if r is a fire-fighter
going to the emergency location.
\bullet \delta r = 1 (low degree) if r is a fire-fighter returning to its base or
if r is the police.
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Definition 3. An incoming link is a link that approaches a junction.
An outgoing link is a link that leaves a junction. A prioritized link is
a link on which at least one responder is prioritized. The variables
l, fl and tl denote respectively a link, the junction that l leaves and
the junction that l approaches.
Definition 4. We use the term junction to refer to both the traffic
junction as an intersection of links and the traffic light as an elec-
tronic component that controls such traffic junction. The variable j
denotes a junction. Ij represents the set of incoming links to j and
Oj represents the set of outgoing links to j. Considering Definition
3, l \in Ofl and l \in Itl .
Definition 5. A path, denoted by the variable p, is the way from
which a responder travels during the emergency response process.
A path is represented by a list of links between a origin junction and
a destination one, and np denotes the number of junctions on p.
Definition 6. A router, denoted by artr, is a agent that controls one
responder. A traffic light controller, denoted by atlc, is a agent that
controls one junction. Both of the agents are described in Section
3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3 respectively.
Definition 7. A priority request is a message that a artr sends to
a atlc to get priority at the junction controlled by atlc. The priority
request procedure is introduced in Section 3.2.2.2.
Definition 8. A atlc prioritizes a responder r at a junction j when j
assigns green light to the link l \in Ij from which r approaches j.
Definition 9. A junction j is on priority mode when j is controlled
by a atlc. Otherwise, it is on conventional mode.
3.2.2 Emergency Response Strategy
During the emergency response process, responders need to
reach as fast and soon as possible their destinations in order to ei-
ther assist victims at the emergency location or evacuate victims to
health care locations. For this reason, (1) they must travel on a best
path from their origin to their destination and (2) atlc agents have
to prioritize them as soon as possible when requested.
Since there are several responders traveling on the traffic net-
work, (3) the conflicts between priorities at junctions have to be
managed. We also intend to minimize the impact of priorities on
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the traffic flow. Therefore, (4) responders have to be prioritized ac-
cording to their position in order to avoid that their priorities affect
the traffic management at junctions far from them.
Furthermore, when a responder r is prioritized at some junc-
tion j, (5) vehicles that do not obstruct the crossing of r through j
are allowed to cross j together with r. Finally, (6) junctions have to
be reset immediately to conventional mode once all the responders
have crossed them.
The emergency response strategy is described by steps that
comply with the requirements (1) to (6) as follow:
1. Best Path Determination: when an emergency alert is sent, each
responder r travels from its base to the emergency location us-
ing a path p determined by its artr.
2. Priority Request: during the travel of each responder r through
p, its artr sends systematically some priority requests to atlc
agents which control junctions on p, in order to prioritize r at
their respective junctions.
3. Priority Conflicts Management: priorities at each junction j are
managed according to the responder priority degrees \delta r and
the distance between each r and j.
4. Junction Reset: junctions are reset immediately to conventional
mode once all the responders have crossed them.
The Best Path Determination, Priority Request and Priority Con-
flicts Management are presented with more details in the sequence.
3.2.2.1 Best Path Determination
We approach the question of best path determination as a
single-pair shortest-path problem described by Cormen 2009. Given
a weighted directed graph G = (J, L,w), where J denotes the sets
of all junctions, L the set of all links and w : L \rightarrow \BbbR is a weight
function mapping links l \in L to real-valued weights. We want to
find a shortest weighted path from a source js \in J to a target jt \in J .
This proposal considers and asses two kinds of weights:
\bullet The distance which refers to the length of the link.
\bullet The density which refers to the number of vehicles by kilometer
in the link.
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To determine the shortest weighted path, we use the Dijkstra
algorithm which solves the single-source shortest-paths problem on a
weighted directed graph for the case in which all edge weights are
nonnegative. Notice that both the distance and the density weights
are nonnegative values, and the single-pair shortest-path is a specific
case of the single-source shortest-paths.
3.2.2.2 Priority Request
Once the best path p is found, the agent artr, responsible for
the responder r, sends priority requests to a group of atlc agents
during the routing of r on p, so that at least the \alpha , (\alpha \in [1, np]) next
atlc agents prioritize r at junctions j on p. The value of \alpha impacts
on the objective of this dissertation. For instance, if \alpha = 1, the re-
sponder r is prioritized just in the next junction of its path p, likely
limiting its overall speed. An example of some priority request with
\alpha = 1 is depicted in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Example of priority requests with \alpha = 1.
If \alpha = np, all next junctions on p will prioritize r giving it
a free way to the destination. However, the impact on the traffic
flow will be significant. An example of some priority requests with
\alpha = np is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Algorithm 3.2.1 describes the priority request procedure used
by artr.
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Figure 3.3: Example of priority requests with \alpha = np.
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Algorithm 3.2.1: P R I O R I T Y R E Q U E S T(p, i, \alpha )
comment: i is the index of the initial junction to which
comment: the request is sent.
comment: p = [l0, l1, . . . , ln], fl and tl are junctions.
comment: (see Definition 3 in Section 3.2.1).
c \leftarrow p.size
if i = 0 \wedge c \geq \alpha \left\{             
for k \leftarrow 0 to (\alpha  - 1)\biggl\{ 
l\leftarrow p[k]
send a request message to atlc controlling tl
i\leftarrow \alpha 
wait until r arrives at l
P R I O R I T Y R E Q U E S T(p, i, \alpha )
else if i < c  - (\alpha  - 1)\left\{             
for k \leftarrow i to i + (\alpha  - 2)\biggl\{ 
l\leftarrow p[k]
send a request message to atlc controlling tl
i\leftarrow i + (\alpha  - 1)
wait until r arrives at l
P R I O R I T Y R E Q U E S T(p, i, \alpha )
else if i < c\left\{             
for k \leftarrow i to c - 1\biggl\{ 
l\leftarrow p[k]
send a request message to atlc controlling tl
i\leftarrow i + (\alpha  - 1)
wait until r arrives at l
P R I O R I T Y R E Q U E S T(p, i, \alpha )
else finish.
3.2.2.3 Priority Conflict Management
When more than one responder r coming from different links
request some priority simultaneously, these priorities conflicts are
managed. Each traffic controller agent atlc determines a priority co-
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efficient \lambda r for each request in order to determine the crossing pref-
erence through the junction j controlled by atlc. A priority request
comprises the following elements:
\bullet r is the responder for which the priority is requested.
\bullet l is the link from which r approaches the junction j, l \in Ij .
\bullet dr,j is the distance between r and j.
\bullet \delta r is the r priority degree.
The priority coefficient \lambda r is found considering the distance
dr,j and the priority degree \delta r assigned to r. If dr,j is less than the
length of the shortest link l \in Ij , \lambda r corresponds to dr,j . Otherwise,
\lambda r depends on dr,j and \delta r. The operation is formulated as follow:
\lambda r =
\left\{       
\delta r, if dr,j \leq \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(\theta l1 , \theta l2 , . . . , \theta ln), li \in Ij , \theta li
is the length of li
\delta r
dr,j
otherwise.
(3.1)
The priority is assigned to the responder r with the greatest
\lambda r. When a responder r from a link l is prioritized, every responder
r\prime on l has the right to cross the junction simultaneously at the same
junction signal. The next priority assignment occurs only after all
the responders on l cross the junction.
3.2.3 Traffic Light Control
The proposed traffic signal control is based on guidelines de-
fined by DENATRAN 2014 and is employed only during an emer-
gency response process. We assume that all junctions in the traffic
network may be controlled. Junctions in the traffic network can op-
erate in conventional and priority modes, as introduced in Section
3.2.1. When the junctions are in conventional mode, they are con-
trolled by a fixed time traffic signal plan. We follow the time used in
DENATRAN 2014, Chapter 5, Figure 5.3. We define in the sequence
the control characteristics, objectives and the main elements used
for such control strategy.
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3.2.3.1 Control Characteristics
The control is totally actuated, i.e., the time of junction stages
is based on the responders demand. The control is isolated, in which
each junction is managed independently of the others. However, iso-
lated control can affect seriously the traffic flow performance in
situations where junctions are close. Coordination is left as future
work. The control is centralized, connected to a central (group of)
machine(s) where the MAS runs.
3.2.3.2 Control Objectives
When a junction j is on priority mode, the control strategy
has two objectives:
1. assign green light to a prioritized link l \in Ij .
2. allow vehicles from links l\prime \in Ij and l\prime \not = l, which do not
obstruct the crossing of vehicles from l through j to cross j
simultaneously.
The set of stages Sj for each j is determined considering these
two objectives.
3.2.3.3 Set of Stages
To determine the set of stages Sj of some junction j, we use
the diagram of conflicts which consist on the schematic represen-
tation of a junction geometry, considering all the vehicular move-
ments that can occur therein. From this diagram, we derive a table
of conflicts that shows conflicting movements into j area.
According to the conflicts table approaches and given a junc-
tion j, let us consider and define some elements that will help us to
determine the set of stages Sj , based on DENATRAN 2014, chapter
5.
\bullet M Vj is the set of vehicular movements through j. M Vj =
\{ m v1,m v2, . . . ,m vn\} .
\bullet S Vj is the set of signs controlling vehicular movements through
j. S Vj = \{ s v1, s v2, . . . , s vn\} and s vi controls m vi.
\bullet s vi \in \{ g, y, r\} , where g is the green sign, y is the yellow sign
and r is the red sign.
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\bullet G Ml is a group of vehicular movements m v \in M Vj from a
same link l \in Ij .
\bullet G Sl is a group of signs s v \in S Vj controlling a group of
vehicular movements G Ml, l \in Ij .
\bullet We say G Sl is green \Leftarrow \Rightarrow \forall s v \in G Sl, s v = g.
Considering the elements defined above, we define the prop-
erty 3.2 as follow:
\forall l \in Ij , \exists s \in Sj | G Sl is green (3.2)
The property 3.2 means that for each link l \in Ij approach-
ing a junction j, there is a stage s \in Sj that assigns green light
to all vehicular movements on l. This property ensures that when
some priority for some responder r approaching j via a link l \in Ij
is requested, there is a stage s \in Sj that allows r to cross j indepen-
dently of its vehicular movement.
Let us define the relation R : S Vj \rightarrow S Vj such that \forall s vi \in 
S Vj , s vk \in S Vj , s vi R s vk \Leftarrow \Rightarrow m vi does not conflict with m vk.
From R and given a link l \in Ij such that G Sl is green, we define
the property 3.3 as follow:
\forall s v \in G Sl,\forall s v\prime \in S Vj , s v\prime /\in G Sl, s v R s v\prime \rightarrow s v\prime = g (3.3)
The property 3.3 means that when two vehicular movements
m v1 and m v2 do not conflict each other, the signs s v1 and s v2
controlling them respectively can be green at the same time. This
property implies that when vehicles from a link l \in Ij are crossing
a junction j, vehicles from other links l\prime \in Ij which vehicular move-
ments do not conflict with vehicles from l are allowed to cross j
simultaneously.
Consequently, for each junction j in the traffic network, the
set of stages Sj is determined defining stages that comply with the
properties 3.2 and 3.3. The green time of stages on a junction j in
priority mode corresponds to the time required for all the respon-
ders cross j.
3.3 MULTI AGENT SYSTEM MODEL
The proposed MAS uses the emergency response strategy pro-
posed in Section 3.2.2 to control junctions and manage and route
responders. The MAS controls junctions and routes responders by
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atlc agents, which uses TLCTools artifacts to interact with the traf-
fic system, and artr agents through RTRTools artifacts, respectively.
Both of the agents were introduced in section 3.2.1. Responders
are managed by both the traffic analyzer which interacts with the
traffic system through the ANL Tools artifact, and artr agents. The
agent and environment elements are described with more details in
the sequence. Figure 3.4 shows the overall system on the MAS view.
Figure 3.4: System Architecture.
The left side in Figure 3.4 shows a representation of the MAS
with its two main levels: the agent level having the aanl, artr and
atlc agent types, and the endogenous environment level with the
artifacts used by each agent respectively. The right side represents
the traffic system with its respective components, perceived by the
MAS as an exogenous environment. In the middle, a network in-
terface connects both of the systems allowing the exchange of data
between the MAS artifacts and the traffic components.
This section is divided in three parts: we present first the MAS
goal overview represented by a tree of goals and detailed by scenar-
ios which describes some expected behaviors of the system in deter-
mined moments. The agents are described in the sequence, detail-
ing their roles, missions and the endogenous environment through
which they perceive and act on the traffic system. Lastly, the interac-
tion protocols used by the agents in order to cooperate and coordi-
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nate them selves are presented. Most of the concepts and elements
defined in this section are presented following the Prometheus AE-
Olus MEthod 2013.
3.3.1 Goal Overview and Scenarios
The MAS goal overview shown in Figure 3.5 is represented
by a tree of goals divided in two main subgoals which represent
the emergency response strategy. The manage traffic goal implies to
create atlc agents according to the number of junctions, as well as to
act on such junctions. In the same way, the manage responders goal
implies to create routers that will control the emergency responders
once an emergency is perceived. The number of artr agents depends
on the number of responder vehicles involved in the emergency.
Figure 3.5: MAS Goal Overview.
3.3.1.1 Manage Emergency Scenario
The present scenario refers to the manage emergency goal
which is the main MAS goal, and describes in broad outlines what
happen into the MAS during the emergency response management,
from the MAS start until the end of the emergency. Therein, we high-
light some general perceptions, actions, interactions, objectives and
scenarios generated by this one into the MAS. Table 3.1 summarizes
the manage emergency scenario.
3.3.1.2 Manage Responders Scenario
This scenario describes how responders are managed by artr
agents during the emergency response process. It starts when artr
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Manage Emergency
Description This scenario presents the main steps of the MAS concerning theemergency response management
Trigger MAS start
Steps
*Perception: get junction ids
*Objective: create atlc agents
*Objective: verify emergency occurrence
*Perception: get emergency local and number of victims
*Objective: create artr agents
*Interaction: send an emergency alert to artr agents
*Scenario: manage responders
*Scenario: manage junctions
*Objective: end emergency
Table 3.1: Manage Emergency Scenario.
agents are created and finishes with the end of the emergency re-
sponse process. Table 3.2 summarizes the manage responders sce-
nario.
Manage Responders
Description This scenario presents the main steps of the artr agent concerningthe responder management and routing
Trigger artr agents created
Steps
*Perception: perceive emergency data
*Action: find the best path
*Objective: generate \alpha path segments
*Interaction: request a priority to \alpha first atlc
*Objective: send responder
*Objective: update position
*Perception: r arrives at \alpha  - 1th link l
*Interaction: request a priority to more \alpha  - 1th atlc.
...
*Action: end routing
*Perception: emergency finished
*Action: end management
Table 3.2: Manage Responders Scenario.
3.3.1.3 Manage Traffic Lights Scenario
This scenario describes how junctions are managed by atlc
agents during the emergency response process. It begins when atlc
agents are created and finishes with the end of the emergency re-
sponse process. Table 3.3 summarizes the manage junctions sce-
nario.
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Manage Junctions
Description This scenario presents the main steps of the atlc agent concerningthe traffic light control
Trigger atlc agents created
Steps
*Perception: get junction data.
*Perception: receives a priority request for r at j
*Objective: handle junction (for each r, determine \lambda r)
*Objective: verify conflicts
*Objective: prioritize r
*Perception: r crossed j
*Objective: reset junction
*Perception: emergency finished.
*Action: end control
Table 3.3: Manage Traffic Lights Scenario.
3.3.2 Agents
As introduced before, the proposed MAS comprises three kinds
of agent: a traffic analyzer aanl, a artr and a atlc. There are three
types of artr agent: ambulance, firefighter and police, denoted amb,
frf and plc respectively. Each agent perceives and acts on the en-
dogenous environment which has three kinds of artifacts: ANL Tools,
RTRTools and TLCTools used by the aanl, artr and atlc agents respec-
tively. The agents and the endogenous environment are presented
in the sequence.
3.3.2.1 Traffic Analyzer Agent (aanl)
The Traffic Analyzer Agent is responsible for creating the atlc
agents, since their number corresponds to the number of junctions.
It also creates artr agents once an emergency occurs, according to
the number of responder vehicles involved. Lastly, it is responsible
for managing the response process from sending artr agents, verify-
ing the number of victims not assisted yet, delegating ambulances
for evacuation, until to inform responders of the end of the emer-
gency so that they can go back to their respective bases. Table 3.4
summarizes the aanl agent description.
Traffic Analyzer Agent (aanl)
Description The agent responsible for verifying the emergency occurrence, stage,data, and end, as well as creating the atlc and artr agents
Cardinality 1
Table 3.4: Traffic Analyzer Agent.
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3.3.2.2 Traffic Router Agent (artr)
The Traffic Router Agent is responsible for routing the respon-
der vehicle from a given origin O to a destination D informed by
the aanl. It finds the best path p from O to D, and sends systemat-
ically a priority request to atlc agents on p. After a routing to the
emergency local, ambulance artr agents evacuate immediately vic-
tims to a health care locals and wait for an aanl requirement. Table
3.5 summarizes the aanl agent description.
Traffic Router Agent (artr)
Description The agent responsible for controlling and routing the responders.It finds the best path and guide the vehicle
Cardinality corresponds to the number of responder vehicles.
Table 3.5: Traffic Router Agent.
3.3.2.3 Traffic Light Controller Agent (atlc)
The Traffic Light Controller Agent is responsible for controlling
some junction, prioritizing responders when requested, handling
conflict of priorities, and resetting the junction to the conventional
control after the priority assignment. Table 3.6 summarizes the atlc
agent description.
Traffic Light Controller Agent (atlc)
Description
The agent responsible for controlling some junction, prioritizing
the responders and handling the conflicts between the their
priority requests
Cardinality corresponds to the number of junctions
Table 3.6: Traffic Light Controller Agent.
3.3.3 Environment
The MAS environment is composed of three artifacts: ANL-
Tools, RTRTools and TLCTools, used by aanl, artr and atlc agents re-
spectively, as resources or features for their activities
\bullet ANLTools are used to get junction ids and the emergency loca-
tion, the number of victims, and to save emergency data to be
used for the response process assessment.
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\bullet RTRTools are used to compute the best path, to send respon-
ders and to get the responder position along the route;
\bullet TLCTools are used to get the junction data, to compute the set
of stages to set signal on junctions, and to reset signals.
3.3.4 Organization
We adopt the Moise Organization Modeling Language (OML),
(Hubner et al. 2007), to specify the MAS organization. Moise OML
considers three dimensions to define a MAS organization.
3.3.4.1 Structural Dimension
The structural dimension specifies roles, links and groups in
the organization. Roles are used to assign constraints on the be-
havior of agents playing it. Links establish relations between roles.
Groups comprise roles, links and define formation constraints be-
tween roles.
According to this perception, we define first the roles in the
organization. These roles correspond to the agent types defined in
the MAS:
\bullet The Traffic Analyzer represented by aanl.
\bullet The Traffic Router represented by artr.
\bullet The Traffic Light Controller represented by atlc.
Following, links are specified between the roles defined.
\bullet A bi-directional communication from aanl to artr.
\bullet A bi-directional communication from artr to atlc.
In the formation constraints specification the compatibilities
are established between the two links defined above.
3.3.4.2 Functional dimension
The functional dimension specifies goals, missions and schemes
in the organization. A mission is a set of goals to be assigned to
roles within norms. A scheme is a global goal decomposition tree
assigned to a group.
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In this proposed MAS model, the global goal decomposition
tree in the scheme corresponds to the goals tree shown in Figure
3.5 in Section 3.3.1. Missions comprises goals defined in the goal
tree and are defined as follow:
\bullet m1: Verify the emergency occurrence, create artr and atlc agents,
manage artr agents and ends the emergency response process.
\bullet m2: Find the best path, send the responder and update the
responder position.
\bullet m3: Handle the junction, verify conflicts, prioritize responders
and reset the junction.
3.3.4.3 Normative Dimension
The normative dimension specifies norms which consists of
obligations, permissions and interdictions in the organization. A
norm associates an authority to a role toward a mission. Such au-
thority can be an obligation, permission or interdiction.
In our proposed MAS model, we define all the norms with the
obligation type, as we use the coordination through join intention
mechanism to handle the cooperation between the agents. So, the
defined norms serve as a convention to the commitment of each
agent to its respective role. These norms are specified as follow:
\bullet n1: Obligation for aanl role to accomplish the mission m1.
\bullet n2: Obligation for artr role to accomplish the mission m2.
\bullet n3: Obligation for atlc role to accomplish the mission m3.
3.3.5 MAS Cooperation
To make agents working together in our proposed MAS model,
we adopt the task sharing cooperation technique introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1.6.1. We begin decomposing our overall problem into smaller
sub problems recursively until each sub problem to be solved by an
individual agent. Following, each agent develops plans to solve its
own problem. Agents share information useful for solving their re-
spective problems. Finally, the sub problems solutions are combined
and result to the overall solution. Each step are described in detail
in the sequence.
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3.3.5.1 Problem Decomposition
Our overall problem is to manage the emergency response
process. We decompose this problem into three sub problems: (1)
To control junctions, (2) To manage Responders and (3) To route
responders. Although each sub problem could be decomposed into
smaller problems, we consider these sub problems enough to be
solved by individual agents. Figure 3.6 shows the problem decom-
position tree, assigning each sub problem to its agent solver.
Figure 3.6: Problem Decomposition Tree.
3.3.5.2 Sub Problems Solution
The manage responder sub problem is solved by the aanl agent
by verifying when an emergency happen, handling the emergency
evolution and ending the emergency response process once it veri-
fies that all the objectives are reached by the artr agents. The aanl
handles the emergency evolution by centralizing all the informa-
tion that indicate the activities progress. Information such as the
number of victims not assisted yet, the responders traveling and the
responder that always finished their activities.
The route responders sub problem is solved by the artr agent,
which finds the best path p to be traveled by the responder r routed
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by it. Once p is found, artr sends r and updates r position sending
such position to all tls agent on p.
The tls agent solves the control junction sub problem by set-
ting the traffic signs according to a traffic signal plan, verifies the
conflicts between responders priorities being requested by artr agents,
prioritizes responders and reset the junction.
During the sub problem solution stage, the agents exchange
information in order to solve their respective subproblems. These
interactions are described and handled by protocols introduced in
Section 3.3.7. Figure 3.7 shows the sub problem solutions tree.
Figure 3.7: Sub Problems Solution Tree.
3.3.5.3 Solution Synthesis
This is the last stage of the task sharing cooperation tech-
nique. In this stage, the solutions found by the aanl, artr and tls
agents are merged in order to solve the overall problem. Figure 3.8
shows the solution synthesis tree composed by the overall problem
as the root, followed by the sub problems, followed by the solutions
to these sub problems, and ended by the agents responsible for solv-
ing implementing these solutions.
3.3.6 MAS Coordination
To coordinate the agent cooperation in our proposed MAS
model, we use the join intention coordination mechanism introduced
in Section 2.1.7.2, which consists of managing cooperative activities
between agents through a joint commitment to an overall aim and
their individuals commitments to the specific tasks that they have
been assigned. We use the MAS organization approach to imple-
ment the coordination through join intention.
Each agent when created, assumes a role defined in the or-
ganization. Consequently, the agent commits to the goals that com-
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Figure 3.8: Solution Synthesis Tree.
pose the mission assigned to the respective role. The norms defined
in the organization serve as a convention to the agent commitments.
Since they oblige the agents to accomplish the mission assigned to
their respective roles.
3.3.7 Interaction Protocols
The agents interact each one to others through two proposed
protocols. The ambulance Response Interaction protocol, denoted by
RRP, involves the aanl, aamb and atlc agents. The Router Response
Interaction Protocol, denoted by ARP, occurs among the aanl, atlc
and the other artr agents. Both interaction protocols start when the
aanl agent sends an emergency alert message to artr agents and
have seven events that trigger the sending of messages, as well as
they have the same messages composing the routing process. They
differ one from another on the steps and messages that follow the
routing process. These protocols are detailed as follow.
3.3.7.1 Router Response Interaction Protocol (RRP)
In the Router Response Interaction Protocol, when a plc or
frf finishes a routing to the emergency location, it acts in the emer-
gency location until all the victims are assisted. After the emergency
finishes, the aanl agent sends an endEmg message to artr which re-
turns to its base and sends to aanl a finish message. Figure 3.9 shows
the Router Response interaction protocol.
The numbers before messages in Figure 3.9 refers to events
that trigger the sending of such messages. These events are:
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Figure 3.9: Router Response Interaction Protocol.
\bullet (1): the aanl agent perceives an emergency occurrence or the
emergency response process finishes.
\bullet (2): the artr agent found the best path and starts sending pri-
ority requests.
\bullet (3): the artr responder r arrives on the link l \in Ij , where j is
the junction controlled by the atlc agent to which the priority
request message was sent.
\bullet (4): the artr responder r passed j, the junction controlled by
the atlc agent to which the priority request message was sent.
\bullet (5): the artr finished the routing.
3.3.7.2 Ambulance Response Interaction Protocol (ARP)
In the Ambulance Response Interaction Protocol, when an
amb agent finishes a routing to the emergency location, it evacuates
victims to a health care location. After, it sends a finish message to
aanl. If there are victims not assisted yet, the aanl replies a get victim
message to amb which restarts the protocol. Figure 3.10 shows the
ambulance response interaction protocol.
The numbers before messages in Figure 3.10 represents events
that trigger the sending of such messages. These events are:
\bullet (1): the aanl agent perceives an emergency occurrence.
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Figure 3.10: Ambulance Response Interaction Protocol.
\bullet (2): the amb agent found the best path and starts sending
priority requests.
\bullet (3): the amb responder r arrives on the link l \in Ij , where j is
the junction controlled by the atlc agent to which the priority
request message was sent.
\bullet (4): the amb responder r passed j, the junction controlled by
the atlc agent to which the priority request message was sent.
\bullet (5): the amb finished the routing.
\bullet (6): if the amb has just get the victim in the emergency loca-
tion, it evacuates such victim to an health care location.
\bullet (7): if the amb is at the health care location, it finishes the
routing.
3.3.7.3 Interaction Messages
Each interaction message mentioned both in the ARP and the
RRP protocols are described in the sequence, following the Prometheus
AEOlus MEthod 2013. They are presented in the same order of their
occurrence in the MAS.
The alert message is the first interaction message sent from
the aanl agent to artr agents informing them about some emergency
occurrence. This message is triggered once the aanl agent receives
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an emergency notification from the traffic system. Table 3.7 summa-
rizes the alert message.
Alert
Description The aanl agent informs artr agents about a traffic emergency occurrence
Target tell
Content alert(base, local)
Variables *base: the responder base*local: the emergency location
Table 3.7: Alert Message.
The priority message is the second interaction message sent
from artr agents to atlc agents requesting the priority of their re-
sponder at junctions controlled by this atlc agents. This message is
triggered once the artr agent found the best path through which its
responder will travel. Table 3.8 summarizes the priority message.
Priority
Description The artr agent informs the atlc agents about its responder priority
Target tell
Content priority(artr, link, degree, distance)
Variables
*rtr: the artr agent that requests the priority
*link: the link l from which the responder r
approaches the junction j
*degree: the priority degree
*distance: the distance between r and j
Table 3.8: Priority Message.
The present message is the third interaction message sent
from an artr agent to some atlc agent informing that its responder
r is present on the link l \in Ij , j controlled by atlc. This message
is triggered once r enters on l. Table 3.9 summarizes the present
message.
The passed message is the fourth interaction message sent
from an artr agent to some atlc agent informing that its responder
r passed the junction j controlled by atlc. This message is triggered
once r passed j. Table 3.9 summarizes the passed message.
The finish message is the fifth interaction message sent from
an artr agent to the aanl agent informing the end of the routing.
This message is triggered once the artr responder r finishes the trip.
Table 3.11 summarizes the finish message.
The endEmg message is the last interaction message sent from
the aanl agent to artr agents informing them the end of emergency
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Present
Description The artr agent informs atlc agents that its responder r is presenton the link l \in Ij , j controlled by atlc
Target tell
Content present(artr, link)
Variables
*rtr: the artr agent that requests the priority
*link: the link l from which the responder r approaches
the junction j
Table 3.9: Present Message.
Passed
Description The artr agent informs atlc agents that its responder r passedthe junction j controlled by atlc
Target tell
Content passed(artr, link)
Variables
*rtr: the artr agent that requests the priority
*link: the link l from which the responder r passed
the junction j
Table 3.10: Passed Message.
Finish
Description The artr agent informs the aanl agent that it finishes the routing
Target tell
Content finish(artr)
Variables *rtr: the artr agent
Table 3.11: Finish Message.
response process. This message is triggered once the all the victims
are transported to health care locations. Table 3.12 summarizes the
endEmg message.
EndEmg
Description The aanl agent informs artr agents the end of the emergency responseprocess
Target tell
Content endEmg
Table 3.12: EndEmg Message.
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3.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of this proposal involves basically imple-
menting the urban traffic system, the MAS and the network inter-
face, which are the tree main elements that compose the proposed
overall system, as depicted in Figure 3.1, in Section 3.1. The imple-
mentation of each of these elements is detailed in the sequence.
3.4.1 Urban Traffic System
We use SUMO associated with the Object Oriented Program-
ming Language Java to build the urban traffic system and imple-
ment the dynamic of different traffic components therein, such as
traffic lights, vehicles, etc. We begin modeling the traffic network by
specifying nodes which represent traffic junctions, edges which rep-
resent traffic links, and types of edges which specify some charac-
teristics of links. These elements are specified in eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) files named nodes.nod.xml, edges.edg.xml and
types.typ.xml respectively.
Following, we specify in the traffic network configuration file
network.net.cfg, the input files that SUMO will use to generate the
traffic network as well as the output file with the network elements
and values. The network.net.cfg file is depicted in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Example of a SUMO traffic network configuration.
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Once the network.net.xml file is generated, we specify traffic
routes and vehicles in the route.rout.xml file. The traffic flow of each
route and the vehicles types are also specified therein.
To interact with the traffic system in SUMO, we use the Traf-
fic Control Interface for Java (TraCI4J) library implemented using
Java, which provides a real time interaction with a simulation in
SUMO through the SUMO Traffic Control Interface (TraCI). More de-
tails about TraCI4J can be found in the TraCI4J documentation.1
Figure 3.12 depicts an implementation example of the connection
with SUMO using TraCI4J.
Figure 3.12: Example of a connection with SUMO using TraCI4J.
3.4.2 Multi Agent System
We implemented each level (agents, environment and organi-
zation) of the MAS proposed in this Chapter using JaCaMo. The im-
plementation of each of these elements is detailed in the sequence.
3.4.2.1 Agents
We use Jason programming language to implement agents.
Each agent type, i.e. aanl, artr and atlc is implemented in a file
named anl.asl, rtr.asl and tlc.asl respectively. When an agent is cre-
ated, the file corresponding to its type is instantiated. An implemen-
tation example of the artr creation using jason is depicted in Figure
3.13.
Agents in Jason have three main elements: beliefs, goals and
plans. A belief represents an information that the agent starts to
accepts as true from some moment and keep in its mind, also named
belief base. A belief can be included in the belief base when the agent
1<https://github.com/egueli/TraCI4J>
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Figure 3.13: Example of artr creation.
is created or added from a perception in the environment or during
some action. A belief can be removed from the belief base. Line 57
in Figure 3.13 shows an example of the number of victims being
added in the a+ anl belief base.
Goals in Jason represent states that agents want to achieve in
a given moment. Agents can have goals from their creation or can
add a new goal during the realization of a given goal. Lines 63 in
Figure 3.13 shows the examples some goal which consists to add
router agents already created, passing their names and types, in the
aanl agent belief base.
Plans in Jason encapsulate actions that achieve agent goals. A
plan is often triggered by some event which can be an environment
perception or a given condition. The example of a plan to create
aanl agents is depicted in 3.13
3.4.2.2 Environment
The implementation of the MAS environment involves to im-
plement each of the artifacts used by the agents. In the case of
this proposal, we have the ANLTools, RTRTools and TLCTools. We
use Cartago for this implementation. With Cartago an artifact cor-
responds to a Java class which extends another Java class named
Artifact. An artifact has methods with @OPERATION annotation
that turn these methods available to agents as actions. An artifact
method with @OPERATION annotation is depicted in Figure 3.14.
3.4.2.3 Organization
The implementation of the MAS organization consists to spec-
ify each of the organization dimensions in a XML file. That is, the
structural, functional and normative specifications. Figure 3.15 de-
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Figure 3.14: Example of an artifact operation.
picts an example of the structural specification in the MAS organi-
zation.
Figure 3.15: Example of the structural specification in the MAS or-
ganization.
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3.4.2.4 Interaction
The implementation of the interaction in MAS consists into
the implementation of messages sent between the agents, which
compose the interaction protocols presented in Section 2.1.5. With
Jason, these messages are implemented in the agent files. Figure
3.16 shows the example of a priority request sent from a artr to an
atlc agents.
Figure 3.16: Example a priority request implementation.
3.4.3 Network Interface
We implement the network interface using the Java Remote
Method Invocation (RMI). The traffic system acts as a server, re-
sponding requests made by MAS environment artifacts, as clients.
Line 57 in Figure 3.14 shows the example of a request made by
RTRTools via RMI, in order to get the number of vehicles on a given
link.

4 ASSESSMENT
4.1 OVERVIEW
We focus our assessment on the effectiveness of our proposal
in reaching the aim defined in Section 1.2, by achieving the two
objectives established therein. In this way, we model first an urban
traffic network in Section 4.1.1, and simulate an emergency inci-
dent occurring in this traffic network, in Section 4.1.2. We also de-
fine in Section 4.1.3 some metrics to be used as parameters for the
assessment. Following, we determine in Section 4.2, the value of
\alpha to be used in the simulation. Lastly, we present the assessment
results in Section 4.3.
4.1.1 Traffic Network Setup
We model a hypothetical traffic network using SUMO (See
Figure 4.1). This traffic network was modeled in the form of a grid,
with 4 vertical routes intercepting 5 horizontal routes, resulting to
25 junctions. Each route has 4 links and all the junctions are con-
trolled. The traffic routes are detailed as follow:
\bullet two routes from west to east. One route has links with two
lanes and the other route has links with four lanes.
\bullet two routes from east to west. One route has links with two
lanes and the other route has links with four lanes.
\bullet two routes from south to north with links of two lanes.
\bullet two routes from north to south with links of two lanes.
\bullet one bi-directional vertical route with two lanes in each direc-
tion.
Vehicles start to run in the traffic network each 20 seconds
in the bi-directional route and each 20 seconds in the others routes.
Vehicles can run through the routes with a maximum speed of 16,66
m/s. We used route blocks of 41 meters.
4.1.2 Emergency Incident Scenario
We simulate an emergency incident occurring at a point E
of the urban traffic network, as shown in Figure 4.1. This incident
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Figure 4.1: The hypothetical traffic network.
involves m victims that should be evacuated to the health care loca-
tion H. The police is located at point P , the fire fighters are located
at point F and ambulances are located at the health care location
H.
Following, we list some of the activities usually performed
during emergency response processes as actions that should need
to be accomplished:
1. The police should go to E in order to ensure the security and
order;
2. Fire-fighters should go to E in order to stop the fire;
3. Ambulances should go to E in order to evacuate all the victims
to H;
4. The responders should return back to their base after finishing
their tasks.
5. The junctions have to assign priority to responders.
Notice that we consider only hypothetical data in the setup,
since the objective of this assessment is to evaluate the effectiveness
of our proposal in relation to some scenarios introduced in the se-
quence, given a traffic network. Future works will consider realism
in the assessment.
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4.1.3 Assessment Metrics
To assess the first objective, we measure the time needed to
perform all the emergency response process. We call this metric
emergency total time. The objective of such metric is to assess how
effectively our proposal reduces the responders travel time, which
results into the reduction of the emergency response time.
The second objective is assessed using the following traffic
metrics:
\bullet Average speed: represents the average speed of all vehicles dur-
ing the emergency response process.
\bullet Average travel time: represents the average travel time of all
vehicles during the emergency response process.
\bullet Average density: represents the average number of vehicles by
kilometers on the traffic links during the emergency response
process.
We compared the following control scenarios:
\bullet Conventional control: is the scenario in which the traffic is con-
trolled by a fixed time traffic control strategy.
\bullet MAS distance control: refers to the traffic and responders con-
trolled by the proposed MAS and strategy, in which the respon-
ders best path is determined using the distance as link weight.
\bullet MAS density control: refers to the traffic and responders con-
trolled by the proposed MAS and strategy, in which the respon-
ders best path is determined using the density as link weight.
Being the effectiveness the degree to which something is suc-
cessful in producing a desired result (Oxford 2015), for each metric,
we define a desired value considered as reference in order to assess
the effectiveness of our proposal in relation to the conventional con-
trol.
For the emergency total time, we consider as reference the
total time in which the responders travel without the presence of
other vehicles, in order to maximize their speed. In the case of the
other metrics, the values obtained from the conventional control
scenario will serve as reference, since the second objective of our
proposal is to minimize the impact of priorities assigned to respon-
ders on the traffic flow.
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This assessment aims to evaluate the effectiveness of our pro-
posal to reach the two objectives established in Section 1.2, since
these two objectives compose the aim of this dissertation. In this
way, the traffic network setup and the emergency scenario intro-
duced in Section 4.1 and 4.1.2 respectively, represent the simula-
tion of an emergency that our proposal needs to solve.
We defined in the sequence, some metrics that helps to as-
sess our proposal in relation to the two objectives established. The
emergency total time assesses if our proposal was able to reduce
the responders displacement comparing to a conventional control
strategy, based on a reference scenario described above. The oth-
ers metrics assess if our proposal reduced the impact of priorities
assigned to responders on the traffic flow.
4.2 DETERMINATION OF \alpha 
As introduced in Section 3.2.2.2, \alpha represents the number of
tlc agents that prioritize at the same time a responder r at junctions
j on a path p; \alpha \in \{ 1, n\} , n corresponds to the number of j on p.
To determine \alpha , the MAS distance control and MAS density control
were assessed, and the results shown in the sequence were found
after various simulations using \alpha \in [1, 7].
Note that the highest number of junctions on a single path in
the simulated traffic system was seven. We simulated emergencies
with 50 victims, 4 ambulances and fire-fighters and 5 police vehicles.
We use the emergency total time, the average speed and density as
parameters in order to determine \alpha . Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show
simulation results for the definition of \alpha .
Figure 4.2 shows that the emergency total time is inversely
proportional with the value of \alpha . If we considered only this metric,
we would use \alpha = 7 for our simulations.
We notice in Figure 4.3, that the average speed tends to de-
crease with the increase of \alpha . This result shows how anticipating
the responders priority tends to affect the traffic state.
In Figure 4.4, the density increase with the increase of \alpha . Sim-
ilarly, with the average speed, this metric also shows that the traffic
state is affected with the increase of \alpha . If we considered only the
average speed and density metrics, we would use \alpha = 1 for our
simulations.
With these results, we observe that the value of \alpha depends
of the objective of the traffic control. We opted to use \alpha = 1, since
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Figure 4.2: The emergency total time.
Figure 4.3: The average speed.
in this proposal, we give more emphasis to the second objective in
order to prevent that the affected traffic flow be a perturbation of
future emergencies that could occurs at the same urban traffic area.
4.3 ASSESSMENT RESULTS
We compare the scenarios described in Section 4.1.3 simulat-
ing emergencies with different number of victims, from 20 to 100
victims. We use the same number of responders for all the emer-
gencies, that is: four ambulances and fire-fighters, and five police
vehicles.
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Figure 4.4: The average density.
4.3.1 First Objective Assessment
The emergency total time metric indicated the effectiveness
of our proposal in reducing the responders travel time. Figure 4.5
shows the emergency total time relatively to the number of victims.
Figure 4.5: The emergency total time.
We calculated the emergency total time average for each of
the scenarios in order to compare them numerically. The results are
presented below.
\bullet Conventional: average = 1, 016.9s;
\bullet MAS density: average = 439.6s;
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\bullet MAS distance: average = 426.8s;
\bullet Reference: average = 316.8s;
As expected, the reference implied to the lowest emergency
total time for all the number of victims. The time obtained by MAS
distance and MAS density are close and significantly below than the
time from conventional scenario.
Comparing these emergency total time averages, we conclude
that the proposed MAS with the control strategy reduced meaning-
fully the emergency total time comparing to the conventional con-
trol strategy. Therefore, our proposal was effective in improving the
responders displacement to their destinations during the emergency
incident simulated.
4.3.2 Second Objective Assessment
The average speed, travel time and density indicated whether
the traffic state was affected by the control strategy used to route
the responders during the emergency response process. Figures 4.6,
4.7 and 4.8 show the results respectively.
Figure 4.6: The average speed.
According to the graphic depicted in Figure 4.6, the average
speeds relative to MAS distance and MAS density are almost the
same compared to Conventional, which is also the reference in this
case. Therefore, the proposed MAS model and control strategy have
not affected the average speed of vehicles into the traffic. This also
occurs with the travel time and density.
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Figure 4.7: The average travel time.
Figure 4.8: The average density.
4.3.3 Use of MAS Approach
We do not assess quantitatively the use of MAS approach, we
highlight below some benefits observed in using the MAS approach
in our proposal.
4.3.3.1 Programming Paradigm
The Agent Oriented Programming (AOP) Paradigm and the
Jacamo framework were helpful in the implementation of our pro-
posal, providing powerful features to deal with issues such as con-
currency. Agents plans are triggered concurrently according to their
beliefs or perceptions in the environment, in order to achieve their
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goals. The exchange of messages between the agents is also concur-
rent and can be asynchronous or synchronous. Our simulations, for
example, involved one aanl interacting with the environment and
with 13 artr agents, which were also interacting with the environ-
ment and with 25 atlc agents. All these interactions were concurrent.
We did not need to implement explicitly such concurrency, since the
concurrency is part of the AOP paradigm.
4.3.3.2 Cooperation
The use of MAS approach facilitated the cooperation during
the emergency response process on two main elements.
\bullet How to approach the problem: using the task sharing coop-
eration technique, we were able to decompose the overall
problem into several small problems then to build the goals
tree, following the AOSE methodology, and assigning group
of goals to different agents. This provided us the capacity to
know clearly in which circumstances and for which issues agents
would need the information or actions of others agents. That
is, when, where and how to cooperate.
\bullet The interactions: that is the key of the cooperation. Knowing,
when, where and how to cooperate, the cooperation among
the agents was implemented by the interactions following the
interaction protocols defined. Using the JaCaMo framework,
such protocols are traduced to messages sent among the agents.
The implementation of such messages is very simple and, as
said before, all the concurrency is implicit.
In sum, using MAS we could know when, where and how
the cooperation would occur: decomposing the overall problem into
small problems, establishing goals for each small problem, and as-
signing to agents different responsibilities according to the goal tree.
In this way, the cooperation was implemented through the interac-
tions among the agents following some protocols defined. Notice
that all of these concepts are part of MAS approach and the Ja-
camo framework provides features for their implementation. In tra-
ditional distributed systems, these should be modeled, implemented
and treated explicitly, since these system almost provide only the
communication means between sub systems.
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4.3.3.3 Coordination
The use of MAS approach, specially the organization, facili-
tated the coordination of cooperative activities between the agents.
With the organization configuration, the roles specified in the struc-
tural dimension committed agents to missions specified in the func-
tional dimension involving partials goals in order to achieve the
overall goal. The commitment of the agents to missions followed
norms specified in the normative dimension, serving as a conven-
tion to monitor them.
Moreover, using JaCaMo, agents plans were triggered by some
events. In the interaction protocols, each action to be performed by
an agent was preceded by an event, which corresponded generally
to a message received from another agent or a perception from the
environment. This behavior made agents plans to be coordinated
following the interaction protocols. In this way, the coordination
was implicit, in agents plans, and explicit, defined by the interac-
tion protocols.
All these concepts and specifications provided the coordina-
tion of agents activities and are part of MAS approach using Ja-
CaMo framework. In traditional systems, all these concepts should
be modeled and implemented explicitly.
4.4 ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSAL
We use this section to analyze our proposal, considering all
the observations highlighted in Section 2.4.3 in Chapter ??. We no-
ticed that some works in the literature focus more on emergency
management at and around the local of the incident than on traffic
control. Our proposal consider and focus on the routing of emer-
gency vehicles with the objective of improving their travel time and
minimizing the impact of priorities given to them on the traffic.
Moreover, we also noticed works which focus on traffic con-
trol in emergency situations using MAS approaches. However, most
of these works does not present a clear cooperation technique or/and
coordination mechanism. There are also works in which the cooper-
ation technique is quite mixed or sometimes confused with the co-
ordination in MAS. Our proposal use the task sharing cooperation
technique and the coordination through joint intention. Both of the
techniques are presented in Section 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 respectively.
Finally, there are works that consider almost everything as
agents in their representation of the MAS. Some others works even
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use the environment approach, but they still mix and/or confuse
the endogenous environment with the exogenous environment. Our
proposal considers the traffic system as an exogenous environment
controlled by agents in the MAS using an endogenous environment.
The MAS with all its levels is introduced in Section 2.1.

5 CONCLUSION
5.1 CONCLUSION
We studied, in this dissertation, the problem of improving
an emergency response process in an urban traffic. We approached
this problem proposing a Multi Agent System endowed with an ex-
plicit cooperation technique, which has implemented a strategy that
control the traffic signals and route emergency vehicles in order to
achieve the two objectives established in Chapter 1, Section 1. We
defined the conventional control, the MAS distance control and the
MAS density control, as scenarios to be compared for the assess-
ment. We also defined the emergency total time as metric for the
first objective, as well as, the average speed, travel time and density,
as metrics for the second objective. Finally, for each of the metrics,
we defined a reference value.
The assessment results showed that our proposal was able to
reduce the travel time of emergency vehicles, since the emergency
total time obtained using our proposal was significantly less than
the total time obtained using the conventional control scenario, con-
sidering the reference value found. Furthermore, our proposal was
able to minimize the impact of priorities given to emergency ve-
hicles on the traffic flow, since the average speed, travel time and
density obtained with our proposal were almost the same in relation
to the values obtained using the conventional control scenario.
Nevertheless, one of the limitations in our proposal is the use
of isolated traffic control strategy, in which each junction is man-
aged independently of the others, seems to affect seriously the traf-
fic flow performance in situations where junctions are close. As com-
mented in Section 3.2.3.1, coordination in our traffic control strat-
egy is left as future work.
Furthermore, our assessment does not present deeply realistic
data, such as the traffic network and traffic flow of a small city;
and the conventional control strategy used is not optimal. However
this dissertation did not focused on improving the traffic control or
assessing the proposal based on an optimized traffic lights control,
future works will consider such characteristics.
Moreover, we do not compare our proposal to another from
the literature in the assessment. However in Chapter 2 Section 2.4,
we highlight our contribution in relation to works presented therein,
a deep assessment of those proposals comparing to our seems to be
important. Future works will present such assessments.
Finally, as future works, we also intend to consider in our
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proposal, the use of more than one aanl in order to control several
emergencies occurring simultaneously at a same urban area. Ques-
tions like: how resources such as ambulances will be distributed in
order to save a maximum number of lives; how responders will be
managed, etc., surge when consider such scenario.
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IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We present in this appendix details about the implementation.
That is, SUMO configurations in XML formats, agents implementa-
tion in Jason, and Java class implementing the MAS environment
artifacts and the traffic system. The implementation content is di-
vided in: traffic system, MAS and Network interface.
URBAN TRAFFIC SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
We present in the sequence the XML content and Java class
representing SUMO configurations of the traffic network elements
and the traffic system implementation using TraCI4J.
Figure 1: SUMO nodes.nod.xml.
MAS IMPLEMENTATION
We present in the sequence the Jason file contents, the Java
classes and the XML content representing MAS Agents, environment
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Figure 2: SUMO edges.edg.xml.
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Figure 3: SUMO types.typ.xml.
Figure 4: SUMO network.cfg.xml.
Figure 5: SUMO settings.settings.xml.
artifacts and organization implementation respectively.
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Figure 6: SUMO routes.rou.xml.
NETWORK INTERFACE IMPLEMENTATION
We present in the sequence the Java class representing the
network interface implementation.
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Figure 7: SUMO traffic.sumo.cfg.
Figure 8: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 9: Java Traffic.java.
Figure 10: Java Traffic.java.
Figure 11: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 12: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 13: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 14: Java Traffic.java.
Figure 15: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 16: Java Traffic.java.
Figure 17: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 18: Java Traffic.java.
Figure 19: Java Traffic.java.
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Figure 20: Java Traffic.java.
Figure 21: Jason anl.asl.
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Figure 22: Jason anl.asl.
Figure 23: Jason anl.asl.
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Figure 24: Jason anl.asl.
Figure 25: Jason rtr.asl.
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Figure 26: Jason rtr.asl.
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Figure 27: Jason rtr.asl.
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Figure 28: Jason tlc.asl.
Figure 29: Jason tlc.asl.
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Figure 30: Jason tlc.asl.
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Figure 31: Cartago ANLTools.java.
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Figure 32: Cartago ANLTools.java.
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Figure 33: Cartago RTRTools.java.
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Figure 34: Cartago RTRTools.java.
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Figure 35: Cartago TLCTools.java.
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Figure 36: Cartago TLCTools.java.
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Figure 37: Cartago TLCTools.java.
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Figure 38: Moise masOrg.xml.
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Figure 39: Moise masOrg.xml.
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Figure 40: Moise masOrg.xml.
Figure 41: Java RMI RemoteInterface.java.
